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Detroit, Michigan
April 30, 1975

U.S. regulation

A cCJse of overkill
The ancient warning against the evil
of federal regulation begins to sound
less like conservative dogma and
more like a prophecy come true.
When President Ford echoed the
warning this week, he was not talking
~bout a figment of Herbert Hoover's
imagination, Federal regulatory practices have taken a stranglehold on the·
economic system, the consumers and
: the government itself.
l· Murray L. Weidenbaum, director of
· the Center for the Study of American
Business, identifies at least 29 pieces
of major regulatory legislation which
between 1962 and 1973 loaded heavy
nonproductive costs on American business and fueled the fires of inflation.
!: The new regulations, many of them
· unwanted and unneeded by the consu~ers they were supposed to benefit,
touched every conceivable asp~ct of
American life. They involved packaging, labeling, the manufacture of children's toys, the issuing of credit cards,
boat safety, noise pollution, auto seat
belts and scores of other activities,
products and services.
More regulation .neans more regulators. In ·1973, federal regulatory
agencies employed 55,316 persons.
; This year, they employ an estimated
• 63,695. These employes have brought
you the benefits of the Cost Accounting
Standards Board, the Packers and
Stockyards Administration. the
Federal Railway Administration and
the Marine Mammals Commission-to
name a few.
The cost to ttJC taxpayer of these activities comes to approximately $2.2
hillion a year. How much they cost the
business firms regulated, nobody can
be quite sure, though_ the expense is
staggering. The Office of :\lanagcment
and Budget reports that mdiviouals
and business firms spend 130 million
man-hours annually filling out 5, H6
different types of governnwnt forms.
Nowhere has the folly and the cost
of galloping regul:.ltion been illustrated
more vividlv th~m in the autornohllt•
industry. tifeiden!i<itn•l est~~·i ti"•iit

last year. because of safety and environmental standards dictated by the
government, a typical passenger car
cost the\ American motorist $320 more
than he would otherwise have paid.
These costs included expenditures
for such things as seat belt systems
and head restraints which many
motorists didn't want and considered
unsafe. However, what the consumer
actually wants has never had a great
deal to do with what Congress and the
·
regulatory agencies give him.
Henry Ford II summarized the
problem in a recent understatement:
"Sometimes in trying to improve matters through government action; we go
too far. We try to manipulate outcomes in more detail than our knowledge and understanding support. With
the best of intentions, we focus on the
:mmediate results we want to achieve
and we fail to foresee other important
consequences.''
In terms of inflation, wasted human
energy, useless expenditure and restriction of free choice, the federal
government's overregulation of
American life has had consequences
which can be decribed not only as
important but as devastating.
Against this background, President
Ford this week voiced opposition to a
proposed new cons~W:l~r.. ·~r.otection ·· _
agency. He announced he will call a
meeTin'g of the commissioners of the 10
major independent regulatory agencies and key members of Congressthus bringing the created face to face
with the creators.
Presumably. the President intends
to confront both sides with some of the
disturbing results of their joint labors.
It might do some good. The time 1~
npe.
Consumer "protection" has been a
\'ery popular political item and one
wh1ch. we agree. has served some useful purposes. But the country is beginning to feel the effects of tht> overkill.
Perhaps Mr Ford has a special opportumty at this time to loosen the regulatory stranglehold on our way of hfe.
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The country has protection for the
t:r.::sumer coming out of every pocket
of
•rn.ncnt.
With S :51 million being spent each
year to assure the safety of drugs and.
the edibi!ity of p ·try and meats,
and another $228 million going for the
inspection of job hazards and occupa·
tional safety, and with agencies like
the Interstate Commerce Commis·
sion, the Feleral Trade Commission,
the Federal Power Comn1ission, the
Tariff Commission and a dozen others
aside !rom the regu!ar activities of
the Departments of Labor, Com,
merce, HEW and Agriculture, we
don't need the services of an Agency
for Consumer Advocacy.
Nor Ci3\\·e needTo"'Spend $20 million
a year for three years to find out we
don't need an ACA.
If the ACA is created, we'll soon
organize an Agency of Consumer De·
fense to oversee the ACA.
Too often, we set one agency to
watching another insteJd of forcing
the original bureau o: · artmcnt to
perform its assigned dt• s.
\
The ACA should die aborning.
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Questionable 'prOtection'
President Ford this week sounded a
strong warning against government ..
••stampeding" into the writing of new
federal regulations on such social
issues as job safety, the environment
and const;mer.protection.
Spea-klngat a meeting of the United
States Chamber of Commerce, he
said the question was not whether the
government is interested in these
things "but whether making changes
in our regulations would make sense
in terms of costs and added benefits."
He asked if it is worth "as much as
$30 billion a year of consumers'
dollars to reduce the level of occupational noise exposure by approximately five decibels. Have airbags
been proven sufficiently costeffective for us .to require their installation in all cars at between $100
and $300 for each?"
· . The President challenged the
promulgation of new federal rules
and regulations "which raise costs and· consumer prices at the same
time - to achieve small or limited
social benefits.''
The approach that should be taken,
he added, is to revise rules and
regulations to lower costs or not
adopt such regulations at all.
The President told the meeting
there is an urgent need for an
overhaul or elimination of many
government business regulations, especially those governing competition
in such industries as railroads,

trucking, airlines, utilities and bank·
in g.
He said many of the regulations are
obsolete and levy a hidden tax on the
American people by costing more
than they provide in benefits.
"There are sound estimates," he
said, "that government regulations
have added billions of· dollars to
business and consumer costs each
year."
In t.'le legislative action he said he ·
will press for he included an act ·
which would enable all financial institutions to offer a wider variety of
-lending services with more· competitive interest rates; an act to end
the so-called "fair trade" laws which
allow manufacturers to dictate the
price of their products, inhibiting normal competition, and a comprehen·
sive transponation program to
change regulations governing airline,
trucking and railroad companies.
The staggering cost to consumers
from- outdated regulations with
minimal or limited benefit to the
purchaser of goods and services is a
major factor in the inflation now
weighing heavily on the economy,
apart from the frequently dubious
value of many of these regulations in
any social betterment sense.
Congress has an obligation to begin
the study requested by the President
and to reshape these policies in the
public's genuine interest.
- ,..;.,
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~·/Editorially· ~.Speaki11g.u

';. ·NOT IN NEED OF ANY MORE
·· . While ·strongly supporting consumer protection, the Business Roundtable is opposed to enactment of consumer legislation
pending in Congress. It would create a new Agency for Consumer
Advocacy. The Roundtable is a non-profit organization· comprising
some 150 major companies with a goal of developing policy reclinmendations on significant business, economic and social issues,
as well as to foster the exchange of these ideas .
. · Opposition to the proposed new agency springs from the
belief it would ultimately prove to be a disservice to consumers
arid create large and unnecessary burdens for companies. If, as
claimed, existing agencies are not functioning as they should, it
would appear the logical procedure would be to reform their operations, modify their programs, or abandon some unimportant
activities and start new ones which would be of greater value to
Ute. consumer.
"< ·President Ford earlier this year proposed that a National
Commission on Regulatory Reform be established to investigate
the role of the regulatory agencies and recommend changes. This
makes sense - such a commission could focus its attention on the·
teeds of consumers.
"
·•. In the eyes of the Roundtable, it is inefficient and wasteful
to establish yet another agency - one of the reasons being that the
agency W"Uld require tax dollars to set up and operate at a time
when the federal budget is heading for a deficit of at least $50 bilion-:- and probably higher.
·
·. · · It might be expected that consumers are bound to suffer
!rom the rise in prices that more government red tape and regu.ation of business would surely bring about. The federal governmilt now has 33 agencies and about 400 bureaus and sub-agencies
at present running more than 1,000 consumer programs. In addijon, Congress has established a dozen or more regulatory agencies
with the avowed purpose of protecting the consumer and public
nterest.
· The proposed new agency would add to the red tape fnat has
tlready complicated government decision-making. Most businessnen and consumers are all too well aware of the length of time
required to get decisions out of the government bureaucracy. Ex·
tisting agencies would be even more cautious to act than now,
fearful of arriving at a decision that the .\g~ncy for. Consumer
~dvocacy would not approve. Further, the agency's right to appeal decisions to: the court could delay final decisions for_ years
There are other and more reasons but these are sufficient
to give substance. to the Roundtable's opposition .. :.
. ... , . ..l
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The Watchdog Problem
Regardless of how the Congress votes - and ·
the bill should be coming up soon - President
Ford has demonstrated his seriousness in holding
down the size of government by announcing his
opposition to a new federal Agency for Consumer
AdvQtacv (ACA).
Ford' iumed thumbs down on Ralph Nader's
brainchild, declaring: "I do not believe that we
need yet another federal bureaucracy in Washington, with its attendant costs of $60 million for the

1\ffi. LOFTO:S

first three years and hundreds of additional
federal employes ..• "It is my conviction that the
best way to protect the consumer is to improve
the existing institutions of government, not to add
more government."
The arguments against a new federal Agency
for Consumer Advocacy are both formidable and
compelling:
In his budget ·ror fiscal 1976, President Ford
notes that just for consumer safety alone, outlays
of $461 million are being requested for the development of standards to assure the safeness of
drugs, medical devices, vaccines. blood banks and
meat and poultry in interstate and foreign commerce.
In addition to all this. Joe Dawson. an aide to
President Ford's consumer affairs adviser, Mrs.
Virginia Knauer. estimates there are 250 consumer protection offices at the state and local
government level plus hundreds of private groups.
spending billions of bucks on consumer-related
activities.
The only poll directly on this subject was a·
natiom\ide survey released recently by Opinion
Research Corp. It shows 75 per cent of American
consumers opposed to the ACA.
As always, those advocating more of the hair of
the dog that is biting us as the solution to the
problem. are \\Tong. In this case. the problem is
the dog and the dog is Big Government.
And President Ford is to be applauded for
doing his part to put this mastiff on, a leash./.
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Bu8iness reglllatiori~ overhaul?

For~ opposes ·buyer protection unit
WAsll;&;bN <AP> - said, ~·my administrati~n i~ the imperative need faster ·need yet another federal bu
President Ford declared working hard to identify and greater competition in the reaucracy in Washingtoa
to

strong opposition Monday to
a __ proposed- ... -consumer
pro~tion.agency and called
for overhaul of many federalbusiness regulations.

eliminate those regulations
which now cost the American
people more than they
provide in benefits."

The President told the 63rd
meeting of the Chamber of
Commerce of the United
States that "government
reguiations have added
billions of unnecessary
dollars to business and
consumer costs every year."
To reverse the trend, he

The President said he soon
will convene what he termed
an unprecedented meeting of
the commissioners of the 10
major
in dependent
regulatory agencies. Joining
them, he said, will be key
members of the Congress
and the administration.
"Together, we will discuss

_,.

public interest and the
equally imperative need to
consider the inflationary
effects of all proposed new
regulations," he stated.
The audience interrupted
his 30-minute speech ,13
times, with the greatest
applause coming when the
President declared he has
asked Congress to postpone
action on a new federal
agency for consumer advocacy.
"I do not believe that we
.:..:.;....x

with its attendant costs of $61
million over three years anc
additional federal em
ployes," the President said
He added: "The question u
not whether we want to de
something about noise and
safety but whether
making changes . in our
regulations would ·make
sense in terms of costs and
added benefits gained."
The chairman of the chamber, Charles H. Smith Jr.,
'told the delegates he was
1concerned over what he said
is "an increasing willingness
to trade a part of our individual freedom for the
promise of greater se: curity."
He said he feels the nation
now as "reached a point
where the balance between
the private sector and the
public sector is tilting
precariously in the direction
of less and less freedom for
the American public."
Smith is chairman of the
·board of Sifco Industries Inc~
of Cleveland, Ohio.
Ford said he has several
legislative bills pending or
forthcoming intended · to
reform or eliminate many
rfederal "regulations.
Among them are:
~A proposal to remove
• federal price controls on new
natural gas sold in interstate
markets. He said the present
"artificially low price" of
gas has curtailed exploration
and development and has
forced some users to either
curtail operations or depend
more on oil.
-Legislation which would
end the so-ealled fair trade
1 laws which permit states to
allow manufacturers to
dictate the price of their
products.
-An act which would
enable all financial inlstitutions to offer a wider
variety of lending service
to pay more competitive
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Ford Opposes Agency
To Protect Consumer
Washington (AP) - President Ford declared strong opposition yesterday to a prop o s e d consumer protection
~ency and ~ruled for overhaiiT'-of many J:o'ederal business regulations.
The President told the 63d
meeting of the Chamber of
Commerce of the United
States that "government regulations have added billio'As of
unnecessary dollars to business and consumer costs every year."
TO REVERSE the trend, he
said, "my administration is
working hard to identify and
eliminate t h o s e regulations
which now cost the American
people more than they provide in benefits."
The President said he soon
will convene what he termed
an unprecedented meeting of
the commissioners of the 10
rnajor independent re~atory
agencies. Joining them, he
said, will be key members of
the Congress and the administration.
A

30-minute speech 13 times,1
with the . greatest applause
coming when the President
declared that he has asked
Congress to postpone action
on legislation which would
create a new Federal agency
for consumer advocacy.
"I do not believe that we
need yet another Federal bu."
reaucracy in Washington with
its attendant costs of $60 million over three years and additional Federal employes,"
the President said.

(AP Wi rephoto)

PRESIDENT FORD
"Together, we will discuss
the imperative need to foster
g r e a t e r competition in the
public interest and the equally
imperative need to consider
the inflationary effects of all
proposed new regulatio~,"
he stated.
The audience interrupted his

MR. FORD also said the
government s h o u 1d not be
rushed into writing new Federal regulations on such social
issues as job safety, the en·
vironment and consumer protection.
, "'"'---... _ •
"The question is not whetller we -want to do something
about noise and safety -but
whether mall1g changes in
our regulations would make
sense in terms of costs and
add~'Cl benefitf gained," Mr.
Ford said.

<
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Ford Would Curb·Federal Agen_cies

Gerald R. Ford has selected a
. "The question is not whether we
popular theme-that of curbing the · want to do something c;bout nois~
growth and regulatory power of fed- and safety but whether m'aking
eral .agencies-fQr
his
ior · changes , m
. ' our regulations
.
'd campaign
.
would
t th
·e1ect 10n o e pres1 ency m 1976.
.
.
. .· Mr. Ford spoke to the 63rd an-' make sens_e m terms of costs and
'nual convention of the U.S. Chamber added benefits ~ained. All too often,
of Commerce on Monday at the same the federal government promulgates
.time as his press secretary, Ron Nes~ new rules and regulations which
!sen, was · telling newsmen that he • raise costs-and consumer pri.ces at
; definitely will seek to remain in the 1 the same time-to achieve small or
!White House. •
· ·
· limited ·social benefits."
~
The chief executive's talk was in- - Fortunately, Mr. Ford is putting
. terrupted 13 · times for applause by ;~ his words into action by calling a
! the delegates to the Chamber of meeting of the 10 top independent
: Commerce meeting, representing the regulatory agencies to meet with his
: nation's top private business enter· cabinet.
prises.
. . Not only will the inflationary ef·
• They're the p a r t of America's feet of all proposed new regulations
economy that has suffered the most be discussed' but the conferees, the
from excess regulation under feder· . President promised, would attempi
"to foster greater competition in the
allaws.
· The cheers were the· loudest public interest." ·
America reached globai greatness
when Mr. Ford said he was against ·
proposed creation of a su~ncy on the strength of its free enterprise
• system. Anything that can be done
for consum~r advocacy. ~ ~art of the President's talk to enhance the viability of that sysv,;as this paragraph:
te~ will be heartily welcomed.
/

..
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fliJJureciuCrlicy Burgeons
We have a problem in Washington,
D.C. _
We have too many elected officials
there who think that the way to solve·
problems is to create new agencies of
government. Thus, in a day when real
and imagined problems in our society
are plentiful, the federal govern~
mental bureaucracy has proliferated.
But still the old problems are with
us, plus the new problems created by
a ponderous maze of government
agencies, each protecting its own
interests and its budget and only
incidentally working to eliminate the
problems upon which its existence
depends.
.
Now we have arrived at the
. proposal for the biggest bureau of
them all: the proposed ~~ucy for
CQ.~umer Advocacy, an independent
agency empowered to look after the
interests of all American consumers.

According to the bill which would
establish this agency, the ACA would
·operate largely beyond the control of
the executive and · legislative bran. ches. Only three areas of American
life would be exempted from its
control: organized labor, the FBI and
CIA, and certain decisions of the
Federal Communication Commission·.
There's nothing wrong, in our
opinion, with government providing
information and assistance to consum~~s. In fact, many federal
agencies. already have their own
consumer divisions and there is an
Office of Consumer Affairs now
working directly under the President.
Yes, consumers need protection.
They need protection against the
proliferation of new and unneeded
. agencies of government, such as the
·Agency for Consumer Advocacy.

I
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rls This Somethi~g New?
A recent survey of American consumers by the
Opinion Research Corporation indicates that 75 per cent
favor improving existing federal consumer protection
agencies. Only 13 per cent favor creating a new one.
Nevertheless, legislation before the Senate would authorize $60 million to create an Agency for Consumer
Advocacy (ACA> and operate it for three years.
Already we have the Office of Consumer Affairs,
the Consumer Product Safety Commission, the Federal 1
Trade Commission and some 80 others all working for
consumers. What could the ACA do in addition?
For one, it can raise the prices of consumer goods
by imi>osing new costs on industries and companies.
Americans are only now realizing that over-regulation
of business is a prlme cause of inflation and unemployment.
,
At the same time, the ACA could create chaos
because it will have legal authority to oppose and
litigate decisions of other government agencies.
Why doesn't Congress insist that the many existing
consumer agencies improve their performance instead
of spending money on a new one?
.J
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Consumer Protection?
By Mayfield-Graves Co.
Chamber of Commerce
When the Consumer Protection Act "S.200",
- recently renamed the _!lgency for consumer advocacy,
~ comes to the Senate floo:-iii-April we can· expect a lot
; of pontificating about the way the American
: consumer is "demanding" creation of a new agency
• to P,rotect his interest in government.
~ A recent survey by the reputable opinion research
' corporation discredits any such assumption. In a
· study made .for the business roundtable, it found that
75% of the American people are opposed to the
creation of such an agency - ·with the opposition
spreading throughout all geographic agencies and
major -population groupings. Twelve percent. of the
public had no opinion. Only thirteen percent of the
~ American people would support creation of the new
: agehcy -- and more than half oftha;e withdrew th&:. support when they learned it would cost $60 million
: to set up and operate the agency for the first three
~ years.
; Given a choice between creating a new consumer
~ agency or taking the steps necessary to make existing
~ agencies more effective, the ~s_pondents strongly.
favored improving the present agencies by a margin of
75% to 13%,
. Perhaps our congressmen and senators should be
; listening to the people who have sent them to
Congress instead of Ralph Nader.
T

T, 220)
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ood prices rise sloWly, no(quickly
Byl\1EUSSA LANGSTON
Tl~tES Washington Bureau

W ASIIINGTON .._ fo'ood prices arc still
ng but the U.S. Department of Agri·
rf' notes they arc only going up half as
as they were last year at this time.
USDA's pr(!dictions for spring food supics and prices, however, arc not very en·
rag ing for consumers. While beef
dropped a bit during the winter, they
111 probably increase this season. llSDA
this Is bL'Cause there were heavy
lcrs last winter - due to the high
of feedgrains - but spring is a grazwhen there is less slaughter of
cattle.
·
Rising feed prices and last fairs rt.>duced
crop will keep prices for bacon, ham
other pork on the rise. lfSDA notes that
capita pork supplies are now &.~t a 10rlow.
number or sheep and lambs is at an

_....

all-time low. so the price of lamb will continue to climb.
Poultry pr.oducers arc feeling the pinch
of feed prices, and turkey and broilers will
probably be more expensive this spring.
F.ggs will be the "bt.ost buy" in the poultry
market this spring, according to l!SDA, because they will be more plentiful- but still
more expensive than last spring.

increase mileage up to 25 per cent, a spark
Virginia Knauer, Special Assistant to the
plug that would make a car get eight more
President for Consumer Affairs, is warnmiles per gallon, and a gizmo to make cars
ing consumers to watch out for products
run on water.
·
which are supposed to increase cars' gas
mileage.
President Ford asked Congress last
Rising gasoline prices have inspired a
week to postpone further action on a bill to
large number of questionable automotive
create a new federal A&~I!,CY for Consumer
retro-fit devices. These devices are us·u ally
Advocacy.
carburetors, valves, spark plugs and other
The President said he wants to achieve
items that can be interchanged with simOther foods expected to be slightly more ilar auto parts.
consumer reform within the government
without creating a new agency. He has orexpensive this season include: frozen fish,
Knauer is urging the public to be wary of
cereals, bakery products, fresh fruit, rro- any exaggerated claims for such mileage·
dered all department and agency heads to
zt•n orange juice, peanut butter, candy, tea, savers, and suggests that consumers who
follow two guidelines in carrying out
spring onions and milk. Since canning sup· question a product should check with a lopresent procedures aod in establishing new
plies are more expensive, prices will also cal consumer office or Better Business Buones:
go up for canned pears, peaches, apples, reau to find out more about the firm mak·
- All consumer interests should "re- •
applesauce, fruit cocktail, tart and sweet ing the claims. She also suggests asking the
ceive a fair chance to be heard in the govfirm to provide test results that prove the
cherries, plums, apricots and pineapples.
ernment decision making process," and
There :;hould be a few price drops. USDA . product does what the ads say.
- fo'ederal rules and regulations should
sees lower prices this spring for rice, rai·
She notes that false claims have been
be written :;o that costs and administrative
sins, prunes, dry beans and potatoes. ·
made for a metal pill which is supposed to ' • reauirements by the private sector would
I
be held to a minimum.
'

1

The Bureau of Labor Statistics is in the
process of analyzing dat-a on consumer
spending habits gathered over a two-year
period.
.
Although the breakdown of information
gleaned from more than 10,000 American
{ families during 1972 and 1973 is far from
· complete, the BLS has revealed a few
t broad preliminary findings.
.
~ The study confirms that Americans eat a ,
lot of beer. In fact, 15 per cant of the aver·
age family's rood budget goes to buy beef.
BLS's early findings also show that there
is a direct relationship between a family's
income and how often they eat out. The
• more money a family has, the more often
' they go to restaurants - with the highest
income families spending more than one-/
third of their food budgets in restaurants.
Surprizc!
,

l
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Regulate the Regulators
I

Since the Interstate Commerce Commission
was established nearly 90 years ago to clamp
down on the robber barons of railroading, gov. ernment regulatory agencies have proliferated
across the spectrum of American activity and
have produced so many contradictory and
waste-inducing rules and regulations that the
time has come to begin regulating the regula,
tors.
"The White House estimates that unnecessary ·
and ineffective government regulations are
costing the average family $2,000 a year, which
amounts to a total cost of about $130 billion a
year for all Americans. The figure may be open
to challenge, for it is necessarily based on estimates. But even if it is only half that, or a
fourth, the loss to American consumers is truly
staggering.
·The robber barons that fleeced another getJeration are gone but the ICC regulations that stifle
competition and reward inefficiency are picking
the public's pocket just as surely. Just this past
Sunday, an article by Stephen Aug in this newspaper's financial section detailed the difficulties
encountered before the ICC by a Midwestern
railroad that offered an innovative plan to lower
grain shipping costs between Chjcago and New
Orleans, a plan that finally succumbed to years
of red tape and bureaucratic rulings. In the
trucking industry, the mass of regulations that
tell truckers what they can haul, where they can
haul it and for how much has resulted in a very
large percentage of trucks traveling the highways empty, an inefficiency that the consumer
pays for ultimately.
The air-fare structure is another example of
how the public gets taken by government regulation. It costs twice as much, for instance, to
travel from Washington to Boston on an interstate ·flight controlled by the Civil Aeronautics
Board as it does to fly between Los Angeles and
San Francisco, a roughly comparable distance,
on an intrastate carrier not under CAB regulatioo.
.
There are hundreds of similar examples and
no doubt even more ·lie buried in the mounds of
federal paper at regulatory agencies all over
town. On.e federal regulator himself acknowl:
I

•

edged the problem recently. Said Lewis Engman, chairman of the Federal Trade Commis-!
sion: ..Most regulated industnes have becomere<feral protectorates, living in a cozy world of
cost-plus, safely protected from the ugly specters of competition, efficiency and innovation."
Every time a move is made to breathe some ·
fresh. air into the system, the special interests
and their protectors who sit on congressional
committees and elsewhere in the 20verrunent
smother the attempt at reform. Last fall, President Ford asked Congress to establish.a "national commission on regulatory reform." It
hasn't been done. Last year, the President proposed that Congress enact the Financial Institutions Act, which was aimed at encouraging
more competition in the financial field. Among
other things, it would have given savings institutions more leeway in deciding how much interest to pay on deposits and would have allowed·
savings and loan firms to provide checking accounts to customers. That hasn't been done either.
·
Ford announced the other day that he will
convene a summit meeting of officials of 10
major regulatory agencies. to which congressional leaders will be invited. to discuss how to
get rid of outmoded regulations, to get more
competition back into business and industry. to
reduce the inflationary costs of past regulations
and to estimate the inflationary potential of
regulations proposed in the future.
Ford also is backing a bill that would abolish
"fair trade" laws that allow manufacturers to
keep prices at artificially high levels. This legislation is long overdue.
In the same statement, Ford announced his
opposition to creating a federal consumer
protec!jotUtgency. He saw no neeator ·adding
another costly layer of bureaucracy to the
federal government in the name of
consumerism. Neither do we. If the existing
regulatory agencies can be made to do the job
they were created to do - that is. protect the
public- there won't be need for a new agency.
As we have said in this space before, it would be
like putting a watchdog out to watch the watchdogs.

ord recommends the abolition of fair-: trade ·la~vS
WASHII'ffl'fBN (UPf) - President Ford
Monday attacked a proposed consumer-pr~
tection agency as a waste of 'i'iiOn'ey and
cailed instead for abolishing price regulations
to make Americans' dollars go farther.
"I do not believe that we need yet another
federal bureaucracy in Washington with its
attendant cost - about $60 million over the
next three years - and hundreds of additional federal employes," Ford said, referring to
the proposed consumer agency.
An audience of 3,000 persons attending the
63<1 annual meeting of th(' L'.S. Chamber of
C o m me r c e interrupted Ford's half-hcA•r '
spee'ch 15 times with applause and gave him
two standing ovations.
"I have ordered action by the executive departments and agt'ncies to make major imn
provements in the quality of service to the
m~r, and I ha\'e asked the Congress to

postpone action on legislation which would
create a new federal agency for consumer
advocacy," Ford said.
Ford advocated a repeal of fair-trade laws
that keep prices at a certain level.
He also proposed to eliminate many of the
5,t:l6 different government forms that the
public must fill out and called for a general
streamlining of the federal bureaucracy.
"While we are all accustomed to the open
debate on the government's budget, far too
little attention has bl)en focused on the ways
In which government regulations levy a !ltdden tax on the American people," Ford said.
"In the nearly 90 years since we created
the first federal regulatory commission, we
have built 0 system or rcgululion which
aboLinds with contmdictions and excesses all to the detriment of the public. There are
sound estimates that government regulations

1

have added billions of unnecessary dollars to
business and consumer costs every year."
He said Congress should end fair-trade
laws, which allow manufacturers to set minimum prices for items they sell. Discount
stores have been trying for years to overturn
these state laws so that they could sell at
lower prices.
"Federal law now permits states to allow
manufacturers to dictate the price of their
products, and drives up the cost of such items •
as books, cosmetics. shoes and hardware,"
Ford sai:l. "These Depression-era laws which cost consumers an estimated $2 billion
a year - shovld he laid to rest alongside the
N RA Blue Eagle or the same pct·iod."
Also Monday, a coalition of consumer I
groups accused Ford of taking an "ornamen- f
tal" appmach to consumer problems with his
proposals to elimjrrate some government
regulation.
-The groups said that instead of trying to
revamp the government's regulatory machin·
ery, Ford should be giving his support to the
legislation to create an independent consumer
protection agency - the legislation that Ford
has asked Congress to delay.

'

".

The groups made their position known ln a
letter to Virginia H. Knauer, Ford's consumer
adviser, after meeting with her Monday to
discuss Ford's call to find ways to make
existing government agencies more responsive to consumer problems.
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Ford
attacks planned wat~hdog unit _a s costly- to consumer
.
B1 RICHARD WIGHTMAN

WASHINGTON (FNS)- President Ford Monday stepped
up his attack on costly government regulation, warning he .
would oppose any move by Congress to set up a special consumer watchdog agency and urging lawmakers swiftly to kill
state fair-trade laws.
In a hard-hitting speech here, Ford emphasized the theme
which is fast becoming a key ingredient of his domestic policy:
the proposition that ostensibly well-meaning federal regulations contain high "hidden" costs which hike prices on a vast
range of consumer products.
"I am talking about what you pay in the marketplace - in
the supermarket, the clothing store, and the ladies' boutique.
Ultimately all such costs are paid by you- the consumer," the
President delcared.
_ The speech- to a largely sympathetic audience, the Chamber of Commerce of the United States - contained little that.
had not already been said by the Ford administration. But it
helped synthesize White House thinking on consumer issues.
Ford scathingly denounced fair-trade legislation, still on the

•

statute books of many states. "These depression-era laws,
which cost consumers an estimated $2 billion a year, should be
laid to rest alongside the NRA blue eagle of the same period, ..
Ford maintained.
As for the Consumer Protection Agency - the consumer •
"advocacy" bill wnicfi nas broa·d suppornr!*Congress - Ford
insisted the plan should be shelved indefinitely.
"I do not believe we need yet another federal bureaucracy in
Washington with its attendant costs and additional federal employes. At a time when we are trying to cut down both the size
and the cost of government, it would be unsound to add still another layer of bureaucracy," the President said.
Ford stressed that higher costs, brought about by added consumer protection, must properly be assessed against benefits.
''The question is not whether we want to do something about
noise and safety - but whether making changes in our regulations would make sense in terms of the costs added and the
benefits gained," he explained.
As an example, he noted the potential "$30 billion a year"
cost of noise abatement and asked rhetorically, "Is it worth
it?"
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Ford claims
m oney·
agency 'waste of _
I

By RICHARD H. GROWALD
WASHI~GTON (UP!) President
Ford today attacked a proposed con·
sumer protection agency as a waste of
money and called instead for abolishing
price regulations to make Americans'
dollars go farther.
.
"1 do not believe that we :1eed yet
another federal bureaucracy in Wash. <>ton with its attendant cost - about
SlG tillion over the next three years and hundreds of additional federal
employes," Ford said, referring to the
prcposed consumer agency.

A:a audience o[ 3,000 persons attendIng the G:lrd annual meeting of the U.S.
Chamber of Conun~rce. interrupted
Ford's .half-hour speech 15 times with
applause and gave him two standing
ovations.
"1 ·have ord<>rcd action by the
executive departn1ents and n~encics to
make major improvements in the
quality of set-vice to the cionsumer,
and I have askeJ the Congress to ·
postpone action on legislation which
would create a new federal agency for .
consumer advocacy," Ford said.

Ford ad\'ocated a repeal of !air
trade laws that keep prices at
certain level.
He also propose{( to eliminate many
of the 5,146 different gover:unent forms
which the public must fill out and
called for a general streamlining o! the
federal bureaucracy.
"\Vltile we are all accustomed to
the open debate on the government's
budget, far too little attention has been
focused on the ways in which government regulations le'w-y a hidden tax on
. the 'American people," Ford sald.
"In the nearly SO years since we
created the first federal re~tory
commission, we have built a system of
_regulation which abounds ,,;th centradictions and excesses - all to the
detriment of the public. There are
llound estimates that go\·ernment regulations ha\'e added billions of unnecessary dollars to business and conswner
costs every year."
He said Congress should end fair
. trade laws which allow manufacturers
to set minimwn prices for items they
sell. Discount stores have been trying
for years to O\'ertum these state laws
so they could sell at lower prices.
"Federal law now permits states to
allow manufacturt>rs to dictate the
price of their products, and drives up ·
t!1e cost of such Items ·as books
cosmetics, shoes and hardware." Ford
sald.
''These J;)epresslon-era laws
which cost consumers an estimated $2
billion a year - should be laid to rest
alongside the N.R.A. Blue Eagle o! the
same periOd,"
· But, Ford'said, he did not feel a
federal consumer agency would help.
."I have ordered action by the
executive departments .and agencies to
m<\ke major Improvements in · the
quality of service to the consumer, and
I have nskcd the Congress to postpon~
action on le~islation which would
crf'ate a n<·w federal agency for
consumct· ndvocaey," he said.
"At a time when we are trying to
cut do\\11 on hoth the size and cost of
~overnmrnt, it would be unsound to
mld still anoU1e1· !.1.}-cl' of blU'OOucracy."

a

John Lofton Jr., writes

·we don't need more government
.

By JOliN D. LOFTON JR.

WASHINGTON- Regardless of how
the Congress votes-and the bill should
be coming up soon-President Ford has
demonstrated his seriousness in holding
down the size of government by announcing his opposition to a new federal
Agency for Consumer Advocacy ACA.
ln a letter to Sen. Abraham Ribicoff,
D.~Conn., chairman of the Senate
Government Operations Committee,
Ford tf.trned thumbs down on Ralph
Nader's brainchild, declaring:
"1 do not believe that we need yet
another federal bureaucracy . in
Washington, with its attendant costs of
$60 millinn for the first three years and
hundreds of additional federal employes,
in order to achieve better consumer
respresentation and protection in
government.
"At a time when we are trying to cut
down on both the size and cost of
government, it would be unsound to add
another layer of bureaucracy instead of
improving the underlying structure.
"It is my conviction that the best way
to protect the consumer is to improve the,
. existing institutions of government, not
1
~to add more government."
The arguments against a new federal
, Agency for Consumer Advocacy are both
formidable and compelling:
First, the people pushing the ACA are
in the position of the guy trying to sell
refrigerators to Eskimos. There are
already numerous federal government
programs, spending hundreds of millions
of dollars annually, to look after the
consumer's interests.
According to Pat Young, a research
assistant in the Department of Health,
Education .and Welfare's Office of
Consumer Affairs, there are. consumer
complaint offices within the various
departll_lents and agencies of the U.S.
Government.

Kathy Camp, an information specialist be divorced from political pressure any
at the General Services Administration's more than say, the Interstate Commerce
Consumer Information Center, says the Commission. Are we, in a generation, to
government now
publishes 251i hear a call for yet another agency, this
publications devoted to consumerism time to 'pollee' the Agency for Consumer
and information for consumers.
Advocacy?" Thirdly, while polls of
In his budget for fiscal 1976, President consumers show varying degrees of
Ford notes that just for consumer safety dissatisfaction, I know of none that say
alone, outlays of $461 million are being the solution to these problems is a
requested for the development of stan· superagency in Washington. Besides my
dards to assure the safeness of drugs, . conversations with Ms. Young, Ms.
medical devices, vaccines, blood banks Camp and Mr. Dawson, I also talked
and mea.t and poultry in interstate and with: Rick Creecy, a project developer at
foreign commerce. For federal oc· the National Consumer Congress; Joe
cupational and safety and health Smith, director of the Consumer Inprograms, $228 mi)lion is being formation Center; Pam Richard,
_requested,
Assistant to the director for com·
In addition to alll this, Joe Dawson, ao munications for the 236,000-member
aide to President' Ford's consumer af· Consumers Union; Carol Foreman,
fairs advisor, Mrs. Virginia Knauer, executive director of the Consumer
estimates there are 250 consumer Federation of America; and Jay Sch·
protection offices at the state and local miedeskamp, director of the surveys of
government level plus hundreds of consumer attitude at the University of
private groups, spending billions of . Michigan's Institute for Social Research.
bucks on consumer~related actiyities.
All of these people said they know of no
Secondly, if all this activity is not survey data showing any public support
for a new federal consumer czar as the
adequately protecting consumers, why is answer to consumer problems.
it assumed that one more government t
agency will do the job? As Yale Law
Prof. Ralph Winter Jr. has observe~:
"Surely the mind boggles at the
argument that the failure of regulation in
the past calls for yet another
bureaucractic overlay. If this proposed
agency arises from a need, as Sen.
Ribicoff has put it, 'to police the
departments and agencies,' one may
justifiably inquire who or what is to
'police' it. Why is this agency not as
susceptible to 'capture' by organized
interest groups as other agencies? "It is
surely as tempting a target and it cann~

.

.

The only poll directly on this subject
was a nationwide survey released
recently by Opinion Research Corp. It·
shows 75 per cent of American con~.
sum_ers opposed to the A_CA.
As always, those advocating more of
the hair of the dog that is biting us as the·
·solution to the problem, are wrong. Ill
this case, the problem is the dog, and the:
dog is Big Government.
·

.

And_ Pre~ident . Ford is to be applauded.
for domg h1s part to put this mastiff on ai
leash.
!
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Other Side Of Coin
Tate alnwst any position you wish and th
chances are good that you'll find a poll that su
ports it.
E\·en so, it is encoura~ing to occasionaiJ~- rea
the results of polls and surveys that are the exact
opposite of what we previously have been told. .
Take consumerism, for instance. Americans'
have been told so often by so many that consumers,/
nine times out of 10, are victims of business that l
many merely accept it as fact even though they 1
may ha\:e no personal reason for such complaint. ~-

..

* * *

But do they want a super government agency to ·
protect them? In a nationwide survey of public attitudes OlJ the subject made recently by Opinion Research Corporation of Princeton, N. J., 75 per cent
were opposed to the idea. The new, independent ,1
consumer agency within the - federaJ governmeJt.i)
would be created by The Consumer Protection;
Agency Act of 1975 which has been en'aorse~ by the/
Senate's Government Operations Committee.
·J
The survey found that only 13 per cent of thosef
questioned support the bill. And more than half
those changed their minds when told that the bHJj
calls for the government to spend $60 miJJion to setl
up and operate the new agency for the first three
years.
· 1I

ot/

* * about business ar~ '
. As far as th£'ir *attitudes
the statistics were interesting. Twenty-/
t·concerned,
seven per cent of consumers believed they are!
!"almost always" treated fairly by businesses while
~59 per c£'nt said they are "usually'' treated fairly.
And those who had been dissatisfied with a product or service inciicatc>d in lhe survey they btJirve
the best place to go with their complaint Js the p~r
son or business they dealt with in the first plart .
·
.
lot the government.

•
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Consumers Prefer.
To Do It Themselves
If the overwhelming majority of
Asked· about present federal
Anerican consumers ·have their
agencies in the consumer field,
way, Congress will again shelve the
most of the people interviewed had
idea of setting up a super consumer
heard of the Office of Consumer
advocate in Washington. .
Mfairs, the Consumer Product
Although the empowering Safety Commission and the Enlegislation, '~The Con~~ITl~ vironmental Protection Agency,
Protection Agency Act of 1975," has
and most felt they were doing efbeen endorsed by an impressive 11-1 . fective jobs.
vote in the . Senate's Government
Thus given the choice between
Operations Committee, American creating a new agency or making
consumers, by a 75 per cent existing ones more effective, they
majority. are opposed to the strongly favored improving present
creation of a - new, independent agencies by 75 per cent to 13 per .
consumer agency within the cent, as noted.
federaf government - according,
The survey also found that 27 per
that is, to · another of those cent of consumers believe they are
ubiquitous public opinion surveys. "almost always" ·treated fairly by
The survey found that only 13 per business, while 59 per cent feel they
cent of consumers support the bill. are "usually" treated fairly.
<S.200), which its proponents say Thirteen per cent said they ha•re
would give consumers a larger been treated unfairly.
voice in helping shape government
Yet even in cases in which people
decisions. Not only that, but more have been dissatisfied with some
than half of the 13 per cent who product or service, the survey
initially favored such· an agency showed that they believe the best
changed their minds when told that places to go in order to get
the bill calls for the government to something done about it are the
spend $60 million to set up and person or business they dealt with in
operate the new agency over the the first place, the Better Business
first three years.
Bureau and the company that made
A total of 12 per cent of the public the product or furnished the serhad no opinion either way.
vice.
Opinion Research · Corp. ·of
Only 8 per cent of the public look
Princeton, N.J., conducted the to federal consumer agencies to
survey, which was commissioned correct unfair treatment.
by The Business Roundtable. A total
Supporters of the Consumer
of 2,038 people of voting age were Protection Agency could argue, of
interviewed in their homes between course, that this last statistic,
Jan. 10 and Feb. 3, 1975. All sections especially, underscores how much
of the country and all population Americans need to be educated in
groups were represented.
the matter of their consumer rights.
One would have guessed otherYet despite the constant din of
wise from listening to the coin- criticism of Anerican business and
plaints of some consumer activists, the all too frequent examples of
but the survey found that the public businesses failing to perform as
is generally satisfied with the they should preform, there seems to
consumer protection efforts of be a notable absence of any popular
existing government agencies. groundswell in favor of enshrining
Almost eight out of 10 consumers the consumerism movement in its
· feel they are being treated fairly by own agency in the national
the government. ·
government. .
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Do It ThemselVes

If the overwhelming majority of
American consumers have their way,
Congress will again shelve the idea of
. setting up a super consumer advocate in
Washington.
Although the empowering legislation,
·"The Consumet: Protection Agency Act
of 1975," has been endorsed by an impressive 11-1 vote in the Senate's
Government Operations Committee,
American consumers, by a 75 per cent
majority, are opposed to the creation of
a new, independent consumer agency.
within the federal government - . according, that is, to another of those ubiquitous public opinion surveys.

The survey found that only 13 per cent
of consumers support the bill (S.200),which its proponents say would give consumers a larger VCitce in helping shape
government decisions. Not only that, but
more than half of the 13 per cent who initially favored such an agency changed
their minds when told that the bill calls
for the government to spend $60 million
to set up and operate the new agency
over the first three years.
A total of 12 per cent of the public had
no opinion either way.
~pinion .Research ~o9\ of Princeton,

N.J., conducted the survey, which was
commissioned by The Business Roundtable. A total of 2,038 people of voting
age were interviewed in their homes
between Jan. 10 and Feb. 3, 197£ All sections of the country and all population
groups were represented.
One would have guessed otherwise
from listening to the complaints of some
consumer activists, but the survey found
that the public is generally satisfied with·
the consumer protection efforts of existing ·government agencies. Almost
eight out of 10 consumers feel they are
being treated fairly by the government.
Asked about present federal agencies
in the consumer field, most.of the people
interviewed had heard of the Office of
9onsumer Affairs, the Consumer
Product Safety Commission and the En- .
vironmental Protection Agency, and
most felt they were doing effective jobs.
Yet despite the constant din of
criticism of American business and the
all too frequent examples of businesses
failing to perform as they should perform·, there seems to be a notable\
absence of any popular groundswell .in
favor of enshrining the consumerism \
movement in · its own agency in the I
national government.
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Why Fo·rd opposes new agency

l
llOO,OOQ protect the consumer
~I

consideration of consumers rates and thereby increase
protection bills pending re- competition.
ceipt of his reform propos- .
T h e average American
als.
family pays $2,000 a yearThe ·president objects to ·a national total of $130 bils~ending $20 million a year lion - in excessive and UQ·
transportation
for three years to hire law- necessary
yers to appear before regu- c:>sts, White House surveys
latory agencies to represent · show.
•. Bills creating a Consumer exactly what the agencies
trade laws under
Protection A g en c yhave are supposed to be doing.
manufacturers c an
been"mtroauceil in Congress
for the last five years. All
have failed.

Knight News Service
·~;· WASHINGTON Presi~>Cient Ford is. moving-into another confrontation w i t h
Congress over who knows
..best how to protect the con~slimers' interests. It's des'tined to be one of this ses~swh's hardest battles.

·: This year, the President
·stepped in. Instead of creating a new bureaucracy to
tide herd on other bureaucr~tts, Ford promised a ma~or overhaul. . In some in11tances, he promised out:Z.ight abolition of independ·
He wants changes in regu:ent regulatory agencies. · He latory power that will allow
:wants to prod them into railroads, airlines and truck~ooking after the people's in· ing f~rms. to lower their
:terests. as they were intend- ~
.....
-ed to do.
.
~

' .sO Ford actually is chal.:Ienging two foes - consum, ~r activists and entrenched
, bnreaucrats .

.

; 'More than 100.000 people 1
:are employed by the govern:ment · to do nothing but
·write, review and enfOrce
:some sort of regulation, he
:~ted out.
:--Ford had asked Congress
~a day earlier to postpone

.II"....

dictate retail prices are another Ford target. He says
these laws cost consumers
$2 billion a year in higher
prices.
Proponents of the inde·
pendent Consumer Protection Agency say the old-line
regulatory agencies a r e
staffed by men from industry and protect the industries, not the ~ple.
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Two More Bu rea u's Needed?
asked opposed the national consumer
The cause ol" the consumer being touted
agency. A pool by the National Federation
in Harrisburg is being championed in
of Independent Business shows 84 percent
Washington. too. and in both cases the
against such legislation.
consumer stands to lose.
Government at the state and federal
Last month we pointed out here that
levels
especially. are already loaded with
Pennsylvania's legislature was on the
bureuucrats
who are supposed to be serbrink of creating a new government
ving
and
protecting
the people. There are
·bureau with cabinet status to protect the
so
many
that
"hot
lines.. have to be
('onsumcr. It was supposed to represent
get
through
the red tape to
employed
to
the interests of the farmer, utility
gel
results.
customer and citizens in general.
There are two other reasons to oppose
The bill for such service would begin at
·
such
expansion of government. The people
$200.000 in Pennsylvania.
('an·t
afford it. Government is already in
· Now • a piece of legislation with
the
hole.
not so much from the loss of
somewhat similar purpose is before_
as
overspending. The other
revenue
Congress. lt is t:alled the Consumer
reason
is
that
the free marketplace has a .
Protection Agency Act of 1975. It is aimed
in
mechanism
to protect the conbuilt
at protcding the consumer against poor
sumer.
products and service. It would cost $60
I,oor quality products and service are
million to start.
readily
rejected by consumers. They don't
Tlwre is a big question whether the peoThat's
bad for business. The conbuy.
ple need any consumer bureaus but cersumer
is
his
own advocate in a way that
tainly they don't need two. Moreover the
gets
results.
usually
without red tape.
report is that citizens don't want such
'onsumers
can
protect
themselves•
(
·bureaut·ratic representation.
__ ...... '
Our survey revealed 75 percent of those

~="~"'~~''1~~!:lwm~-.,~ An agency for consumer advocacy? m¥%..<m~itffl:~t~,.m.-,~t~m:-mf>.~J:.-m::,~,.m,m~,~~r:~:'?:i~'""t~''.
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·isn't)~;~~ c -~ ~- .:: .r. r. b~
According to Pat Young, a research assistant in the Department of Health. Education and Welfare's Office of Consumer
Affairs, there are consumer.complaint offices within the various
departments and agencies of the U.S. Government.
Kathy Camp, an information specialist at the General Services Administration's Consumer Information Center, says the
government now publishes 250 publications devoted to
consumerism and information for consumers.
In his budget for fiscal 1976, President Ford notes that just
for consumer safety alone, outlays of $461 million are being requested for the development of standards to assure the safeness
of drugs, medical devices, vaccines, blood banks and meat and
poultry in interstate and foreign commerce. For ft 1t•ral occupational and safety and. health programs, $228 million is being
requested.
IN ADDITION TO ALL THIS, Joe Dawson, an aide to President Ford's con~umer affairs adviser, Mrs. Virginia Knauer,
estimates there arc 2.'.iO con<;umer protection offices at the state
and local government level plus hundreds of private groups,
spending billions of bul'ks on consumer-related a<:tivities.
Secondly, if all this activity is not adequately protecting consumers, why is it assumed that one more government agency
will do the job? As Yale Law Prof. Ralph Winter Jr. has
observed:
.
"Surdy the mind boggles at the argument that tilt> failure of
regulation in the pa:-.t call~ for·yet another bureaucratic overlay.
If this proposed agency arises from a need, as Sen. Ribicoff has
put it, 'to police the dt•partments and agencies,' one may justi£iably inquire who or what is to 'police' it. Why is this agency

"

not as sust •ptible to ·capture' by org HH: .1 11
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r ot the
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I ,lltlp,
director of the sun s of cor tuner 'JI' tU · at tl · l , \ rs;t} of
Michigan's lnslltuk for Social lll'SC 1r, h.
ALL OF TI!F.S£ PF:OPI E S;\(]) tht·y know nf nu trH'V
data showing any public st lport for a ne fedrral coru;,,mer
czar as the aru;\ler to consumer problems.
The only p>II directly on this subject was a nati!fn-..,ide ~ur
vey releas('d rccmtly by Opir.i..n Rc· ~1nh <,,rp. It l>l.uws i5 JX>r
cent of Amcric11n con: unwrs uppo:;, I to th•· ACA.
As always, those advo('atmg mor • o( tl h.:ur of lht.> dng that
is biting us ao.; the solution to the pn •I< n, arc wrong In this
case, the problt'm is the dog, and the d • i, I 1g G01 t•rrum't•l
And PresidPnt Ford is to be app!awJtod for U1t 1J h :-. p;11 t to
put this ma!;lilf on a lt:ash.
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fonsumer
Bi/1/s
OpposedSt. Lucie County's Chamber of •
Commerce is calling upon area
businessmen to contact Florida's
two U.S. Senators and urge their
opposition to a bill expected to
. be voted upon next week which
would create a federal ~
for Consumer Advocacv (A.C.AT
"OUr organization has long
been opposed to a federal
A.C.A.," explained Chamber
President Michael Jeffries, "as
we do not believe such an agency
is needed." The Chamber official
.. went on to explain that there are
already nume.rous federal agen
cies charged with consumer
protection activities and to create
a new organization would simply
. be a waste of tax money. "Ex- ·
isting agencies, if they are not doing their jobs properly, should be
restructured so as to function as
. they are supposed. to. However,
to set-up a whole new agency and
federal bureaucracy is uncalled
f(lr," Jeffries said.
4

The Chamber is also asking
area businessmen to support a
proposed amendment to the
A.C.A. bill which would
eliminate an exemption given
labor unions should the act
become law. The ·amendment
will be voted upon prior to a
ballot being cast on the main bill.
"If there is to be an A.C.A.,
then we think it only fair that
labor unions as well as
businessmen come under its
scrutiny," Jeffries commented.
"After all, how can any consumer agency really be impartial
and do its job properly if it can't
take into account such important
business factors as labor work
stoppages, wage disputes,
tive labor work practices and
so," he explained.
·
·

3
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D911't6~eed Another Bureau ;;jJ~
1

(

The Lealcrls. aii by
which, till now at least, have
Ralph Nader and a few
served us best when left pretty
detennined liberal senators, are . rmchalong.
out to fleece the taxpayers by
There is scant evidence of
a-eating yet another federal
public clamor for the agency. In
bureaucracy. .
fact, a recent poll showed a
This one will be called the
majority of Americans believe
~ for Cc:!n~umer Ad_!ocacy
tht!y have ample access to
if Senate Bill200 goes all the way
redress of market grievances
through Congress and is signed
oow.
bv the PrPsinP.nt. Jt is a rehash of
· Since consumers don't speak
the Conswner Protection Agency
with a single voice, Ciritics of the
bill def~ted last year- and that
bill ask how can a federal agency
. me nught as well have been
develop a consensus? The
·named the Consumer Ripoff Bill.
answer is, it can't.
There are existing federal
It will, instead. reflect the ·
agencies with the responsibility
opinions of the bureaucrats, tJ:te .
for preventing consumers from
more strident consumerists and
being harmed by bad products or ~
tradepractives.
. 1
These range from the .
Federal Drug Administration to
the Consumer Product Safety
Olmniission: Congr-eSS has it
withln its power to pass
corrective legislation to improve
the workings of these agencies
any tUne it wants to.
Why then a new agency which,
in effect, would compete with
existing agencies, challengir.I
their actions and causing a great
deal of heat but generating very
little light? One thing is certain:
it would spawn a large · new
bureaucracy and it would set its
own rules and regulations.
· It would have the ability to
harass businesses. large and
• small, something that will
Inevitably cost you more money
In the form of increased prices
for goods and services.
It is doubtful that even the
bill's sponsors think the new
agency, If · created; would do
JTIJCh real good, since it won't
plow any really new ground.
What it will do is please some
left-liberal constituents here and
there, as well as the professional
mnsumerists who thrive on
finding more and more ways to
tighten the federal vise on your
life. These are the folks who are
obsessed with the need to control
every aspect of the marketplace.
leaving little or nothing to the
cycles of supply and demand

...J.

the politicians who created it.
Creating a new Agency for

Consumer Advocacy, when

al!eadf there are many of them

rut Wlder different names, is a
Iffife like the situation a retail
chain might find itself in if one of
its own stores began to do poorly.
In that case, it would take a good
look . at pricing, inventory,
displays, advertising and
persoMel, and then make
changes. What it certainly
wouldn't do is open a competing
. store across the street.
Yet, that's just what Congress
is about to do - all at your
expense.Copley News Service. 4
.
.
.
. ·/
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Not another· bure8U, please!
The cause of the consumer being touted
in Harrisburg is being championed in
Washington, too, and in both cases the
consumer stands to lose.
Last month we pointed out here that
PeMsylvania's legislature was on the
brink of creating a new government
bureau with Cabinet status to protect the
consumer. It was supposed to represent
the interests of the farmer, utility
customer and citizens in general. The bill
for such service would begin at $200,000 in
PeMsylvania.
Now a piece of legislation with
somewhat similar pl.U'pose is before
Congress. It is called the Consumer

Protection Agency Act of 1975. It is aimed
at protecting the consumer against poor
products and service. It would cost $60
million to start.
There is a big question whether the
. people need any consumer bureaus, b1;1t
certainly they don't need two. Moreover,
the report is that citizens don't want such
bureaucratic representation.
.
One survey revealed 75 per cent of those
asked opposed the national consumer
agency. A poll by the National Federation
of Independent Business shows 84 per cent
against such legislation.
Governments at the state and federal
levels, especially, are already loaded with
bureaucrats who are supposed to be
serving and protecting the people. There
are so many that "hot lines" have to be
employed to get through the red tape to
get results.
There are two other reasons to oppose
such expansion of government. The
people can't afford it.
Government is already in the hole, not
so much from a loss of revenue as overspending. The other reason is that the free
marketplace has a built-in- mechanism to

protect the consumer. Poor quality
products and service are readily rejected
by consumers. They don't buy. That's bad
for business.
·
The consumer is his own advocate in a
way that gets results, usually without red
tape.
Consumers can protect themselves
cheaper.
Williamsport Sun-Gazette

UNION (6xW 7,810)
Grass Valley, California
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~nother · bUreaucra¢j
I

BY RONALD REAGAN
The bureaucrats, ai(ied by RaJph
Nader and a few determined liberal
senators, are out to fleece the taxpayers
by creating y.et another federal
bureaucracy.
This one will be called the Agency
for Consumer Advocacy if Senate Bill 200
goes all the way through Congress and is
signed by the President. It is a rehash of
the Consumer Protection Agency bill
defeated last year-and that one might as
well have been named the Consumer
I
Ripoff Bill. .
•
.
,,,,, .,....There are existing. federal agencies
with · the responsibility for preventing ·
consumers from being harmed by bad
· products or trade practices.
These range from the Federal Drug
· Administration to the Consumer Product
Safety Commission. Congress has it
within its power to pass corrective
legislation to improve the workings of
these agencies any time it wants to.
Why then a new agency which, in
effect, would compete with existing
agencies, challenging their actions and
causing a great deal of heat but
generating very little light? One thing is
certain: it would spawn a large new
bureaucracy and it would set its own
rules and regulations.
It would have the ·ability to harass
businesses large and small, something
that will inevitably cost you more money
in the form of increased prices for goods
and services.
It is doubtful that even the bill's
spo_?rs think the new ...~gency, if

created, would do much real good, since
it won't plow any reaDy new ground.
What it will do is please some left..
liberal constituents here and there, as
well as the professional consumerists
who thrive on finding more and more
ways to tighten the federal vise on your
life. These are the folks who are obsessed
with the need to control every aspect of
the marketplace, leaving little or nothing
to the cycles of supply and demand
which, till now at least, have served us
best when left pretty much alone.
There .is scant evidence of public
clamor for the agency. In fact, a recent
· · poll showed a majority of Americans ·
believe they have ample access to
redress of market grievances now.
Since consumers don't speak with a
single voice, critics of the bill ask how
can a federal agency develop a consensus? The an.· wer is, it can't.
It will, instead, reflect the opinions
of the bureaucrats, the more strident
consumerists and the politicians who
created it.
·
. Creating a new Agency for Consumer Advocacy, when already there
are many of them but under different
names, it a little like the situation a retail
chain might find itself in if one of its own
stores began to do poorly. In that case, it
would take a good look at pricing, inventory, displays, advertising and
personnel, and then make changes. What
it certainly wouldn't do is open a competing store across the street.
Yet; that's just what Congress is
~ to do-all at YO~ expense.
,.A
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Ronald Reagan

Consumer protection ?
Or just another ripoff?

(

The bureaucrats, aided liy Ralph Nader and a
few determined liberal senators, are out to
fleece the taxpayers by creating yet another
federal bureaucracy.
This one will be called the Agency for Consurrer Advocacy if Senate Bill 200 goes all the
way through Congress and is singed by the
President. lt is a rehash of the Consumer Protection Agency bill defeated last year - and
that one might as well have been named the
Consumer Ripoff Bill.
There are existing federal agencies with the
, responsibility for preventing consumers from
being harmed by bad products or trade practices.
These range from the Federal Drug Administration to the Consumer Products Safety Commission. Congress has it within its power to pass
corrective legislation to improve the working of
these agencies any time it wants to.
· Why then a new agency which, in effect,
\WUid compete with existing agencies, challenging their actions and causing a great deal of
heat but generating very little light? One thing
is certain: It would spa\\11 a large new bureaucracy and it would set its own rules and regu• lations.
It would have the ability to harass businesses
large and small. something that will inevitably
cost you more money in the form of increased
prices for goods and services.
· It is doubtful that even the bill's sponsors
think the new agency, if created. would do much

real good, since it won't plow any really new
groond.
What it will do is please some left-liberal constituents here and there, as well as the professbnal comsumerists who thrive on finding more
and m00re ways to tighten the federal vise on
ytur life. These are the folks who are obsesses
with the need to control every aspect of the
nurketplace. lea\'ing little or nothing to the
cydes of supply and demand which. till now at
least. have served us best when l,eft pretty well

alone.

.

• There is scant evidence of public clamor for
the agency. In fact. a recent poll showed a majority of Americans believe they have ample acce&S to redress of market grievances now.
Since consumers don't speak with a single
voice. critics of the bill ask how can a federal
agency develop a consensus? The answer is, it
can't.
It will. instead. reflect the opinions of the bureaucrats. the more strident consumerists and
the politicians who created it.
Creating a new Ag~y for Consumer Advocacy. when already there are many of them but
undl'l' ditfere t names, is a little like the situation a retail chain might find itself in if one of
its O\\n stores began to do poorly. In that case,
it wvu!ci take a good look at pricing, inventory,
displays. advertising and personnel. and then
make changes. What it certainly wouldn't do is
open a competing store across the street:
Yet. that's just what Congress is about to do
-a.uat your expense.
J

\

Doing It Themse lves

H the overwhelming majority
of American consumers have
their way, Congress will again
shelve the idea of setting up a
super consumer advocate in
Washington.
Although the empowering·
legislation, "The Consumer
Protection Agency Act of 1975,"
has been endorsed by. an impressive 11-1 vote in the
Senate's Government
Operations Committee,
American consumers, by a 75
per cent majority, are opposed
to the creation of a new, independent consumer agency
within the federal government
-according, that is, to another
of those ubiquitous public
opinion surveys.
The survey found that only 13
per cent of consumers support
the bill (S.200), which its
proponents say would give
consumers a larger voice in
helping shape government
decisions. Not only that, but
more than half of the 13 per cent
who initially favored such an
agency changed their minds
when told that the bill calls for
the government to spend $60
million to set up and operate the
new agency over the first three
years.
A total of 12 per cent- of the
public had · no opinion either
way.
Opinion Research Corp. of
Princeton, N.J., conducted the
survey, which was commissioned by The Business
Roundtable. A total of 2,038
people of voting age were interviewed in their homes
between Jan. 10 and Feb. 3,
1975. All sections of the country
and all population groups were
represented.
One would have guessed
otherwise from listening to the
complaints of some consumer
activists, but the survey found
that the public is generally
satisfied with the consumer .
protection efforts of existing
government agencies. Almost

NEWS · (D- 8,891)
. Hillsdale, Michigan
April 25, 1975

they are being treated fairly
by the government.
Asked about present federal
agencies in the consumer field,
most of the _people interviewed
had heard of the Office of
Consumer Affairs, the Consumer Product Safety Commission and the Environmental
Protection Agency, and most
felt they were doing effective
jobs.
Thus given the choice bet. ween creating a ·new agency or
making existing ones more
effective, they strongly favored
improving present agencies by
75 per cent to 13 per cent, as
noted.
The survey also found that 27
per cent of consumers believe
they are "almost always"
treated fairly by business,
while 59 per cent feel'they are
"usually" treated fairly. ·
Thirteen per cent said they
have been treated unfairly.
Yet even in cases in which
people have been dissatisfied
with some product or service,
the survey showed that they .
believe the best places to go in
order to get something done
about it are the person or
business they dealt with in the
first place, the Better Business
Bureau and the company that
made the product or furnished
the service.
Only 8 per cent of the public
look to federal consumer
agencies to correct unfair
treatment.
Supporters of the Consumer
Protection Agency could argue,
of course, that this last
statistic, especially, underscores · how
much
Americans need to be educated
in the matter of their consumer
rights.
Yet despite the constant din
of criticism of American
business, there seems to be a
notable absence of any popular
groundswell in favor of enshrining the consumerism
movement in its own agency in

TIMES (D- 39,750)
Reading, Pennsylvania
April 25, 1975

~ . Little .support
Legislating by public opinion poll is not necessarily a
good way to run a government. But it is not a bad idea for
legislators to have a fairly well-tuned ear to the ground to
be certain they do not go too far astray from their
constituents' wishes.
Thus, when a nationwide poll conducted by the
Opinion Research Corp. of Princeton, N.J., finds those
interviewed were opposed by a large majority to the
creation of a __consumer Protection Agency, Congress
ought to pay lieea.-·c-ongressionalleadership has placed
creation of such an agency on a list of priority legislation.
More than 2,000 people were polled on the subject,
with 75 per cent rejecting a new agency to handle
consumer-related business. Most of the people who gave
their opinions said they thought existing agencies, such as
the Office of Consumer Affairs and the Consumer
Product Safety Commission, were sufficient.
When informed the cost of. a new agency would be $60
million over three years, those polled rejected the idea by a
margin of 80 per cent.
The creation of a new agency of government is no~
something to be done lightly, especially when it cannot be
demonstrated that a groundswell of public support .exists.

•
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Making agencies.work
ONE WAY TO shake up a lethargic government agency is to
confront it with the prospect of
giving some of its responsibilities
to another agency. The proposal
to establish a new Consumer Protection Agency has tia<flll11t effect on the Federal Trade Commission, Food and Drug Administration and other bureaus empowered to look after consumer
interests in t h e marketplace.
They have stepped up their .activ.ities almost tf. the poirij of overkill.

Thus President Ford could recommend to" Congress the other
day that it drop a proposal to set
up a new $60 million Consumer
Agency. E xis t i.n g boards and
commissions have s h o w. n they
can go full-bore on consumer protection if they want to, and with
the prods from the White House
which Mr. Ford promises to provide, that is what we can expect
them to do. A special consumer·
agency would be a superfluous
addition to the federal bureaucraey
....;..J
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.Consumer Advocacy
.Agency. Bill Really
Is Consumer Rip-off
By RONALD REAGAN
Copley News Service Columnist

LOS ANGELES- The bureaucrats, aided by Ralph Nader
and a few determined liberal senators, are out to fleece the
taxpayers by creating yet another federal bureaucracy.
This one will be called the Agency for Consumer Advocacy
if Senate Bill 200 goes all the way through Congress and is
signed by the President.
.
1
It is a rehash of the Consumer Protection &% ·w~~
·~: '') ·
Agency bill defeated last year - and that one , ,~.
· ... . .-i
-..: '.j
might as ~ell have been named the Consumer ; ,,· ..,·
··. ;

rup-Off stu.

•

rt.i.L~1?t ~~ ;

There are existing federal agencies with ;;g.%."''2::..~ . • )
the responsibility for preventing consumers :'~· .. --.::~ 'Jt ;
form being harmed by bad products or trade ( ', . l .,

prac~: range from the Federal Drug Ad· (\\::[fl
ministration to the Consumer Product Safety l..J.. G\ ~
Commission. Congress has it within its power
Reagan

to pass corrective legislation to improve the workings of these

agencies any time it wants to.
Why then ~ new agency which, in effect. would compete
with existing agencies, challenging their actior.s and causing a •
great deal of heat but generating very little light?
One · thing is certain: it would spawn a large new
beureaucracy and it would set its own rules and regulations.
It would have the ability to harass businesses large and
small, something that will inevitably cost you more money in
. the form of increased prices for goods and services.
It is doubtful that even the bill's sponsors think the new
agency, if created, would do much real good, since it won't plow
any really new ground.
What it will do is please some left-liberal constituents here
and there, as well as the professional consumerists who drive
on finding more and more ways to tighten the federal vise on
your life.
These are the folks who are obsessed with the need to
control every aspect of the marketplace, leaving little or
nothing to the cycles of supply and demand with. till now at
least, have served us best when left pretty much alone.
There is scant evidence of public clamor for the agency.
In fact, a recent poll showed a majority of Americans
believe they have ample access to redress of markef
grievances now.
Since consumers don't speak with a single voice, critics of
the bill ask how can a federal agency develop a consensus? the
answer is, it can't.
It will. instead, reflect the opinions of the bureaucrats. the
most strident consumerists and the politicians who created it.
Creating a new Agency for Consumer Advocacy, when
already there are many of them but under different names, is a
little like the situation a retail chain might find itself in if one of
its own stores began to do poorly. In that case, it would take a
good look at pricing. inventory, displays, advertising and
personnel. and then make changes. What it certainly wouldn't
do is open a competing store across the street.
Yet: that's just what Congress is about to do- all at your

~nse~·------------------------

\
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Making a new bureaucracy
THE BUREAUCRATS, aided by Ralph
What it will · do is please some le~
Nader and a few determined liberal sena- liberal constituents here and there, as well
tors, are out to fleece the taxpayers by as the professional consumerists who thrive
creating yet another federal bureaucracy.
on finding more and more ways to tighten
the federal vise on your life. These are the
This one will be called the Agency for folks who are obsessed with the need to
Consumer Advocacy if Senate Bill 200 goes control every aspect of the marketplace;
all the way through Congress and is signed leaving little or nothing to the cycles of
by the President. It is a rehash of the supply and demand which, till now at least,
Consumer Protection Agency bill defeated have served us best when left pretty much
1asnear- aiiOtliaf one-fniiDtt as well have alone.
been nameti the Consumer Ripoff Bill.
There is scant evidence of public clamor
There are existing federal agencies with for the agency. In fact, a recent poll showed
the responsibility for preventing consumers a majority' of Americans believe they have
from being harmed by bad products or trade ample access to redress of market grievances now.
practices.
Since consumers don't speak with ·. a
These range from the Federal Drug
Administration to the Consumer Product single voice, critics of the .bill ask how can a
federal agency develop a consensus? The
Safety Commission.
answer is, it can't.
·
Why then a new agency which, in effect,
It will, instead, reflect the opinione of
would compete with existing agencies, chalthe
bureaucrats,
the more strident consumlenging their actions and . causing a great
erists and the politicians who created it.
deal of heat but generating very little light?
One thing is certain: it would spawn a large
Creating a new Agency for Consumer
new bureaucracy and it would set its own Advocacy, when already there are many of
rules and regulations.
them but under different names, is a little
It would have the ability to harass like the situation a retail chain might find
businesses large and small; something that itself in if one of its own stores began to do
wiU inevitably cost you more money in the poorly. In that case, it would take a good
form of increa~ed prices for goods . and look at pricing, inventory, displays, advertising and personnel. and then mak•
services.
changes. What it certainly wouldn't do is
. It is doubtful that even the bill's spon- open a competing store across the street.
sors think the new agency, if created, would
do much real good, since it won't plow any
Yet, that's just; what Congrese i~ about
really new ground.
to do - aU at your expense.

·7 consumer·,

Agency
Unneeded
By RONALD REAGAN
THE BUREAUCRATS, aided by Ralph Nader
and a few determined liberal senators, are out to
fleece the taxpayers by creating yet another fed·
eral bureaucracy.
This one will be called the Agency for Consumer A~acy if Senate Bill 200 goes· mrtrie
way through Congress and is signed by the
President. It is a rehash of the Consumer Psotection Agency bill defeated last year-ariCf that
one mig'f'itas well have been named the Con·
sumer Ripoff Bill.
·
There are existing federal agencies with the
responsibility for ·preventing consumers· from
being harmed by bad products or trade practices.
These range from the Federal Drug Adminis·
!ration to the Consumer Product Safety Commis·
sion. Congress has it within its power to· pass
corrective legislation to improve the workings of
these agencies any time it wants to.

(

i

WHY THEN a new agency which, in effect,
would compete with existing agencies, challeng. ing their actions and causing a great deal of heat
but generating very little light? One thing is certain: It would spawn a large new bureaucracy and
it would set its own rules and regulations.
It would have the ability to harass businesses
large and small, something that will inevitably
cost you more money in the form of increased
prices for goods· and services. .
It is doubtful that even the bill's sponsors think
the new agency, if created, would do much real
good, since it won:t plow any reCllly new ground.
What it win do is please some left-l1beral constituents here and there, as well as the profes- .
sional consumerists who thrive on finding more
and more ways to tighten the federal vise on your
life. These are the folks who are obsessed with
the need to control every aspect of the marketplace, leaving little or nothing to the cycles of
supply and demand which, till now at least, have
served us best when left pretty much alone.
There is scant evidence of public clamor for the
agency.ln fact, a recent poll showed a majority of
Americans believe they have ample access to
redress of market grievances now.
Since consumers don't speak with a single
voice, critics of the bill ask how can a federal
agency develop a consensus? The answer is, it
can't.
IT WILL, INSTEAD, reflect the opinions of the
bureaucrats, the more ·strident consumerists and
the politicians who created it.
Creating a new · Agency for Consumer Advocacy, when already there are many of them but
under different names, is a little like the situation a
retail cha1n might find itself in if one of its own
stores began to do poorly. In that case, it would
take a good look at pricing, inventory, displays,
advertising and personnel, and then make
changes. W.hat it certainly wouldn't do is open a
competing store across the street.
Yet, that's just what Congress is about to do-

.
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fAmeric.ans Oppose Super-Agency
·-.
: I ,. A
·
: Il 'fbe overwhelming majority of
~ked about present fed e r a 1
')

~erican consumers have their way,
.Congress will again shelve the idea
pf setting up a super .consumer ad}'~~te in Washington.
!. Although' the empowering legislalion, "The Consumer Protection
i\eency.-Act of 1975," has been eni!orsed by an impres!;ive 11·1 vote in
lhe Senate's Government Operalions Comlllittee, American consumby a 75 per cent majority, are
~posed to the creation of a new,
independent consumer agency \Vith~-the federal government-according, that is, to another of those ,
~guitous public opinion surveys.
:!·The survey found that only 13 per.
c\nt of consumers support the bill
(l;2QO),. which its proponents ~ay
WOUld giVe consumers a larger VOICe
~ li:·llelping shape government de·
- c:fsions. Not only that, but more than
of the 13 ·per cent who initially
~ tlvored such an agency changed
~eir minds when told that the bill
CAlls for the government to spend
~0 ~illion to set up and operate the
~w · agency over the first three
years.
.
Z.A total of 12 per cent of the publie had no opinion either way.
~Opinion Research Corp. of Princeton, N.J., conducted the survey,
ihich was commissioned by The BusiJ)ess Roundtable. A total of 2,038
~~pie of voting age were inter·
vfewed in their homes between Jan.
ij) and Feb. 3, 1975. All sections of
tne country and all population
groups were represented.
· :~One would have guessed otherwise
tiom listening ·to the complaints of
(9me consumer activists, but the
(tirvey found that the public is gen·
(fally ,satisfied with the consumer
wotection efforts of existing governit)ent agencies. Almost eight out of
~ consumers feel they are being
~eated fairly by the government.

ers,
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agencies in the consumer field, most
of the people interviewed h~d heard
of the Office of Consumer Affairs,
the C~Sl,Uner Pro~~.~ Safe~L_Co~.:
mission and the Environmental ProtearollAgency, and most felt they
were doing effective jobs.
Thus given the choice between
creating a ne\v agency or making
existing ones more effective, they
strongly favored improving present
agencies by 75 per cent to !3 per .
cent, as noted. ·
The survey also found that 27 per ..
cent 0 ( consumers believe they are
"almost always'" treated fairly by
business, while 59 per cent feel they
are "usually'• treated fairly. Thif,
teen per · cent' said they hfve bee~
treated unfairly.
.
. .
Yet even in cases in which people
have been dissatisfied with some
product or service, the s u r v e y
showed that they believe the best
place to go in order to get something
done about it are the ncrson or bustness they dealt "'mi in the first ·
place, the Better Business Bureau
and the company that made the
product or furnished the service.
Only 8 per cent of the public look
to federal consumer agendes to cor· ·
rect unfair treatment
Supporters of the Consumer· Protection Agency could argue, of
course, that this last statistic, especially, underscores how much Americans need to be educated in the rnatter of their consumer rights.
Yet despite the constant din of
criticism of American business and
the all too frequent examples of
businesses failing to perform as they
should perform, there seems to be
a notable a~sence of any popular·
groundswell m fa~or of enshrining
the the consumcnsm movement in
its own agency in the national gov. .
ernment.
.
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NADER NADIR
Consumer activist Ralph Nader keeps reaching new lows. And if
the American people don't start urging their Congressmen to quit
giving so much attention to Mr. Nader, things will get so low you
won't any longer recognize the United States as a free country.
A local businessman came into the office the other day to order a
rubber stamp. He must use it to stamp a sticker to be placed on
lawn mowers he has repaired to be certain that the engine settings
have been made according to new government standards.
The businessman laughed wryly and commented that if
Congress doesn't stop listening to Mr. Nader, it will soon be
impossible to set the rpm's on a lawn mower fast enough to make
the thing work. All in the interest of safety, of course. All it looks
like it's doing, as far as we're concerned, is returning us to the era
of the push mower.
In the event that happens, Mr. Nader will have to return to.
Congress and get our representatives and senators to pass a new
law setting the speed at which a man may push his own lawn
mower--in order to prevent fatigue or heart attacks or something.
But perhaps there is some light at the end of yon tunnel after all.
The Opinion Research Corporation ·Of Princeton, N.J., recently
made public a nationwide survey of public attitudes which show
that a majority of American consumers are opposed to the creation
of a new agency for consumer activities. This agency is another of
Mr. Nader's babies in his effort to save us from ourselves.
SENATOR ABRAHAM RIBICOFF [A Connecticut Democrat)
recently introduced a bill which would establish an Agency fot
Consumer Advocacy. It would cost S60 million to operate it just for
ils..f1rsf Three years of existence.
And in the meantime, the government already has at least 33
consumer agencies operating more than 1,000 consumer-related
programs.
In the nationwide survey mentioned above, 75% of the
respondents said they would rather see existing agencies
strengthened rather than gear up another bureaucratic agency
which would further cripple American business. Thirteen percent
who first said they favored tht new agency changed their minds
when told of the $60 million cost.
But unless we as consumers speak up to our Congressmen about
such proposals, there is every likelihood that our all-protective
federal politicians will cram one more unnecessary agency down
our throats.
Like we've said time and time again, speak up if you are
opposed (or even if you favor) such new programs. Let your
representative and senator know how you feel. If they don't get
input from back home, they're liable to vote for something you
don't want.
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protection a~ency betwc~n fisc~l 14J76 ard
fiscal 1978. And there is even lese; jus:iG-::.a·
tion when the chief function of the ?.:;cncy
will be to nose around in private affairs.
No matter what the proponents of tn~
consumer legislation may say about the:.·
intent, it should be cl~ar from the contc·nt
It would be unrealistic to expect Con- of the bill that it authorizes the kind of bugress to stop considera:ion of a measure reaucratic ir.tcrference that can bring tht·
simply because the President expressed opeconomy to 2. halt while bringin~ on. price
position. It should not, howe\·er, be unreaincreases in everything from toothpicl-'.s to
sonable to expect the legislators to take a· toupees.
·
careful look at the proposal to see
· One way to ~eta feeling for Uie scope of ·
what real justilication could I>e fo~nd for it. the bill is to consider some of the exemp· Instead, the reports from Washington in- tions that have been writ~cn into it in con•·
dicate that senators, who are exp('ctcd to mittee.
vote on the measure before the end of the
It exempts. for exarr:plc, sma11 busineamonth, and representatives, who will vote· es from answering intcrr<>gatorics !ro.r.1 the
sometime later, have been devoting their agency. But the definition of a small bu~i
attention. to writing exemptions into a bad. ness is arbitrary and <;.m be changed.
law.
Moreover. the proposed law pro\ides
In expressing his or-position, Ford said' that all federal agem:ics must prcpJ.re ~1.
in part, "I do not believe that we need yet cost and benefit assessement fo:- any ru!r·s
another f('rleral bureaucracy in Washington it propo!;CS wh!(!h it thinks "~~'(! b:..-:y ! ,
' with its attendant costs .•• and hundreds of have a substantial ecor:~:,mic impact."
additional federal employes."
That sounds good on the su:-fac e . It
· That is a sound enough basis on which sounds as if it might :::.top the goverr.mr·r.~
to proceed, but there are even more corn-. from putting out rules that add to the price
pelling reasons to be against creation of an of products and the burden of pape:-wo~·i:
~gency that would have \-irtuall); unlimited
without prodt<cing any benefit. But il i:; a
powers to snoop, harass, interfere and gen- decer.tive appearance.
erally to disrupt the commercial activity of
In fact, the provisior.. itselC ('Ou!d prothe nation and the private lives of innumer· , duce an enti:·ely new mountain of paperable citizens.
work, a spedal bureau(Tary, and impo~~
The first, and what should be the most substantial costs on bt:siness by i ts d.::: compelling, reason is that this legislation mands. HO\\? Because the proposal says
lumps everyone into a common mass, la- any agency ean request releva!"lt in~orrna
bels them consumers, and assumes they tion from an:•one "direclly affected by the
have common interests. It is a false as- proposed ru!<'," and it .can seek cot;rt orsumption. The interests of consumers are dcred enforc.:emcnt of the information rcas different as individuals arc different.
quest.
For everyone who likes a thick tomato
paste, {or example, there is someone who
A fi~ht is hr£>win~ o\·~r whether the proli.l<es a thin one. There are thousands, per-· posed agency will be rcrmitted to in:erfere
haps millions, of citizens who do not care in labor-managemt'nt tii:>putes l\) p::otec!
what a garment is made of as long as it the consumH~ A fight is bre.,., 1 ng on:looks pleasing to them. There are just as whetter it will be perrr.itted to inter!ere in
many who find the type of fabric a major broadcasting license re.l(:'~·als.
concern.
It seems clear that wcll-meaninr{ pecp:e
Left to the markctc!ace, they generally - some lobbyists ar.d some legislato:-s l'!>fare-preltY well. And, ·short o! m.lSSi\'e.mo- .__. are .on thc.5erge of c:·eating a natior.<ll hu~ nopolies in the market, manufacturers and sybody. It is the last thing th~ country
shopkeepers soon learn to provide what the needs right now.
·
public wants - cheap or expensive - in
Prospects are that the legi:.lat:on is
order to stay in b:Jsincss. The number of going to be approved later this year. Conreally serious complain:s or serious hazards gress would do well to defeat it, hut if it is
in the marketplace is srr.all.
approved.· the Prc:sidP.nl must stand firm 'f!
Certainly, they <tre not sufficient to justi-. his oppositicn. He \\ u:J :J have no u·o u bi~
fy an expense of $6\J mtllion for a consumer justifying a veto.
DESPITE an April 17 letter from President Ford to Congress opposing the creation of an independent federal. agency to
represent consumers before other agencies
and the courts, work on the legislation has
been steadily proceeding.
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vTwo more bureaus needed?
The cause of the consumer being
. touted in Harrisburg is being championed in Washington, too, and in both
cases the consumer stands to lose.
Last month we pointed out here
that Pennsylvania's· legislature was
on the brink of creating a new government bureau with cabinet status to
protect the consumer. It was supposed to represent the interests of the
farmer, utility customer and citizens
~~- gE!n~ral.
~ ..
h. . . • '"'
'~
~ .. &J.O
·• .l ,
•
.... 'The· ·bm for ~ ·stJcli service would
begin at S200,ob1nn Pennsylvania.
Now a piece of legislation with
somewhat similar purpose is before
• Congre~s . It is called the _9m1umer
Protection Agency Act of 1975. It is
aimed at protecting the consumer
against poor products and service. It
would cost S60 million to start.
There is a big question whether the
people need any consumer bureaus
but certainly they ·don't need two.
Moreover, the report is that citizens
don't want- such bureaucratic
representation.
Our survey revealed 75 percent of
1\.

those asked opposed the1lational consumer agency. A pool by the National
Federation of Independent Business
Shows 84 percent against such legislation.
Governments at the state and
federal levels especially, are already
loaded with bureaucrats who are supposed to be serving and protecting the
people. There are so many that "hot
lines" have to be employed to get
through the red tape to get results.
There are two other reasons to o~ ..
pose such expansion of government.- .The people can't afford it. Government is already in the hole, not so
much frum a loss of revenue as
overspending. The other reason Is
that the free marketplace has a built
in mechanism to protect the consumer.
Poor quality products and service
are readily rejected by consumers.
They don't buy. That's bad for
business. The consumer is his own advocate in a way that gets results,
usually without red tape.
Consumers can protect themselves
cheaper.
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· A rl"Cent sur\'ey or American conswners by the Opinion
Ht>st'arch Corporation indicates that 75 per cent favor impro\·ing t>xisting F«.'dt.>ral consumer protection agencies. Only 13
pt'r ct'nl favor creating 1f"new one. Nevertheless, legislation
ht'fore the Smale would authorize $60 million to create an
A~t-ncy for Consumt.>r Ad,·ocacy CACA) and operate it for three
yt'ars.
Already •·e ha,·e the Office of Conswners Affairs, the Consumer Product Safety Commission, the Federal Trade Commission and some 80 others all working for consumers. What .
could the ACA do in addition~
For one. it can raise the prices or consumer goods by imposing
new costs on industries and companies. Americans are only
no~· realizing that over-regulation of business is a prime cause
of inflation and unemployment.
.
At the same time. the ACA could create chaos because it will
have legal authority to oppose and litigate decisions of other
RO\·ernment agencies.
\\by doesn't Congress insist that the many existing consumer
agencies improve their performance instead os spending money
on a new one~

TIMES (W - 13,000)
Cheektowaga, New York
(Buffalo Metropolitan Area)
April 24, 1975

HELP \VE CAN DO WITHOUT!
A recent survey of Ameridn consumers b~· the Opinion
Research Corporation indicates that 75 per cent fa,·or improving existing Federal consumer protection 31!encies. Only J 3
per cent favor creating a new one. Nevertheless, legislation
before the Senate would authorize $60 million to create an
Agency for Consumer Advocacv (ACA) and operate it for
threeyears.
·
·
•
Already we have the Ollice of Con'iumcr !'\ !fairs. the Con. sumcr Product Safct~· Commission, the Federal Tr-c~de Commission and some 80 others all working for consumers. What
could the ACA do in addition'!
For one, it can r.1ise the prices of consumer goods b~· hitposing new costs on industries and companies. Americans arc
only now realizing that over-regulation of hu'iiness is a prime
cause of inHation and unemplo~·ment.
At the s<une time, the ACA could create chaos because it
will have legal authorit~· to oppose and liti~ate decisions_ of
other government agencies.
Why doesn't Congress insist that the many existing consumer agencies imprmc their perfurnaance instead of spending
money on a new one?

HERALD (D- 5,746)
Titusville, Pennsylvania
April 24, 1975

New· Consunter Agency Needed?
lt'or some reason, not understood by us, the
answer to most of our country's problems, in
Washington's view, is to establish another agency.
It makes little matter that agencies have already
been established to handle the situation. It matters
little that red tape and bureaucracy are strangling
private enterprise. And for some unknown reason
Washington can't bring itself to the private view.
That view is when an agency or a committee isn't
functioning properly then make it work or get rid of
it.

Acase in point is the pending consumer representation biD (8200). That pending legislation
authorizes $60 million to operate the consumer__
protection agency for its first three years. It
matters little that the Federal government now has
33 agencies and about 400 bureaus and subagencies
at present running more than 1,000 consumer
programs. In addition, Congress has established a
dozen or more regulatory agencies with the avowed
purpose of protecting the consumer and public
interest. Why do we need another agency?
If history is any teacher, like Topsy, the new
agency's budget would quickly grow. For example,
, when the Occupational Safety and Health Administration was set up in 1971 it estimated its first
year's budget at about $31 million. OSHA's estimate for 1976 is $116 million.
_ _ ...

The Business Roundtable of New York City
recently engaged Opinion Research Corp. to
conduct a poll on the subject of a consumer agency.
The poll showed that 76 per cent of the men and 75
per cent of the women interviewed gave "make
, existing agencies more effective" replies, while 10
per cent of the men and 9 per cent d the women
favored a new agency:
. .
The survey also found that the public is
generally satisfied with the consumer protection
efforts of existing government agencies and that a
majority feels that it is generally being treated
fairly by business.
President Ford, earlier this year, proposed
that a National Commission on Regulatory Reform
be established to investigate the role of regulatory
agencies and recommend changes. This makes
sense, and such a commission could focus its attention on the needs of consumers.
Let's concentrate on making existing agencies
more effective. If a new agency is formed to protect
the consumer those very consumers are bound to
suffer from the rise in prices that more government
red tape and regulation of business will bring
about.

•
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Naderism Rampant
Mr. American Consumer, be on
your guard. You are about to be
"protected" again by Congress.
There will be a -small fee - $60
million estimated for the next three
years. There will be more bureaucrats added to the federal payroll
- say, 1)00 or 1,000 to start. There
. will be certain inconveniences businesses will be harassed and
costs driven up by more red tape
and government regulations.
But don't worry about all that:
you are going to be _protected,
whether you like it or not. Ralph
Nader and his crusaders have so
decreed, and what liberal congress' man in his right mind would think
1- of challenging Ralph Nader?
!
Tne bill that will be landing on
President Ford's desk in a week or
so aims to set up a federal A,g~ncv
· for Consumer Advocacy (ACi\j~t
mTo be a ~ire~ucracy, riding
herd on the rest of the government.
If the Federal Trade CoplmisfliO.Jl• ·. or. the•~ e 1v fT''Aeronautics-·
!fOard, or the Securities and Exchange Commission does something that displeases Ralph Nader,
the Agency for Consumer Adyocacy can sit in on proceedings. It can
get these other agencies to issue
"interrogatories" to private businesses if it suspects them of "anticonsumer" deeds. It will pile on
new costs for doing business, thereby driving prices up still further.

Funny thing, thou,gh. · 1'he new
agency will NOT be allowed to inquire into any agreement involving
organized labor. Although some believe that wage settlements have
something to do with the cost of living, that a.rea is off-limits to this
fierce watchdog for the consumer.
Although this new version of
the bill is not quite as bad as the
one that was filibustered to death
last year, it would be another gross
intrusion of the government into
the area of private enterprise. At a
time when our economy is trying to
get itself off the ropes, the last
thing it needs is more bureaucratic
entanglement and strangulation.
The people seem to understand
this, even if the Congress does not.
A few months ago. the Opinion Research Corporation of Princeton.
. N.J., found that only 10 per cent of
the people questioned favored "setting up an additional consumer protection agency over all the others."
Seventy-five per cent of the people
advocated making the agencies
now in being "more effective."
But what difference does it
make what the people want? What
difference does it make what business wants?
What counts is what the militant consumer advocates and antibusiness liberals want. They are
going to "pt~tect" us right down to
th~ death rattle of the free enter. priSe system.
.
I
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Editorial
IS THIS SOMETHING WE NEED?
A recent survey of American consumers by the Opinion
Research Corporation indicates that 75 per cent favor improving existing Federal consumer protection agencies. Only 13
per cent favor creating a new one. Neverthel~ss. legislation
before the Senate would authorize $60 million to ueatc an
Agency for Consumer Advocacy (ACA) and operate ~~ [or
three years.
Already we have the Office of Consumer Affaino:, the C~.~sumcr Product Safety Commission, the Federal Trade Com•
mission and some 80 others all working for .consumers. What
could the ACA do in addition?
For one, it can raise the prices of consumer goods by imposing new costs on industries and companies. Americans are
only now realizing that over-regulation of business is a prime
cause of inHation and unemployment.
At the same time, the ACA could create chaos because it
will have legal authority to oppose and litigate· decisions of
othL·r gm·ernment agencies.
Why doesn't Congress insist that the many existing con·
!ooumcr agencies improve their performance instead of spending
money on a new one?

VALLEY INDEPENDENT (D - 16,385)
Monessen, Pennsylvania
(Pittsburgh Metropolitan Area)
April 23 , 1975

IT'S BECOMING fashionable these
days for legislators to want to do
something for the consumer. After all
it's politically expedient to promise
the taxpayer something whether you
deliver or not.
Political figures make a habit of
promising all kinds of things, often·
times knowing full well they are not
in the position of following through on
the delivery. But that doesn't stop the
promises.
Now there's a move afoot in Congress to create a new Agency for Con·
. sumer Advocacy. It's oHlclally known
as Senate Bill200.
We are not against doing things for
the consumer, but we do believe those
doing it should i>e sincere. And, we
are not so sure that formation of a
new consumer agency will be bene·
ficial to the consumer.
In fact, it might just be the opposite because from past practice any
new federal or state agency eventu·
ally becomes a burden on the taxpay·
er and ·sooner or later costs the tax·
payer more than it saves.
The proposed legislation authorizes
$60 million to operate the agency for
the first three years. If history is any
guide, that budget will quickly soar.
When the Occupational Safety and
"\.

Health Administration (OSHA), was
set up in 1971, it estimated its first
year's budget at about $31 million.
Its estimate for 1976 is $116 million.
There are all kinds of examples of
how Congress has provided agencies
and services to the consumer which
eventually . became financially burdensome.
It bas been estimated that federal·
ly-mandated changes to automobiles
in the period 1968-1974 cost the Amer·
ican motorist $3 billion in 1974 alone.
The federal government now has
33 agencies and about 400 bureaus and
sub-agencies at present running more
than 1,000 consumer programs. In
addition, Congress has established a
dozen or more regulatory agencies
with the avowed purpose of protect·
ing the consumer and public inter·
est.
We do believe very strongly that all
governmental bodies should be pay·
ing more attention to the consumer
or to the taxpayer who ·will foot all
bills.
But, let's be sure we need these
agencies before we form them. Maybe if we looked at it closely enough
we might even find that an agency
could be formed which could protect
the taxpayer from a spendthrift Con·
".:;_j
gress itself.
_ ·
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Now it's bemg constdered
again, with opponents, s11ch as
Roundtable
group,
There apparently is no let-up the
by some in Congress to push agreeing even that there are
through enactment into law of needed areas for improvement
consumer in consumer advocacy circles.
.a
'pending
representation proposal to But the place for improvement
establish a new umbrella-type is in better application, imConsumer Advocacy agency, plementation and enforcement
to tbe tune of $60 million for of existing agencies and
only the first three years of its statutes than to establish a new
existence. For there continue and even more expensive
to be reports of stringent op- bureaucratic agency, as
. position to establishment of proposed.
such a new agency, the latest
Pointed to is a proposal made
coming from an organization by President Gerald R. Ford
called The Business Round- earlier this year that a
table, a non-profit orgapizalion Na tiona! Commission on
comprising some 150 major Regulatory
Reform
be
companies banded together as, established to investigate the
quite obviously, a lobby role of regulatory agencies and
against such superfluous ac- · recommend changes. This is
tivities.
seen as making more sense
The Roundtable report than, again, a completely new
reminds that the battle to agency.
prevent yet such an(\ther
Information is, as provided
' agency, which it sees as by the Roundtable group that
inefficient and wasteful, isn't there exist now some 33
really new. The battle against agencies and about 400 bureaus
it has been enjoined since and sub-agencies running more
initially proposed in 1969, with than a thousand consumer
In
addition,
extensive hearings held by programs.
several Congressional com- Congress has established a
mit tees in intervening years, dozen or more regula tory
all of course adding to the agencies with avowed purposes
waste; because committee of protecting the customer and
hearings cost taxpayers• the public interest. So why the
money too, even the bill does need for yet another one?
meet eventual defeat.
Claim is that the proposed
Such a bill has been rein- new A~y for Consumer
troduced several times, in- Advoea"cy would be a means of
eluding this year's version. But protecting consumers by
it never has been approved by representing their interest in
both houses of Congress. In government. But pray tell, for
1972, the Senate gave approval. · what also do we have
But the mt>asure failed in the Congressmen and women?
House Rules Committee. In Why add to the red tape extra
1974, the House passed the paper
work
and
the
consumer representation bill, requirement for reports that
but it failed in the Senate when already helps increase not only
Senators voted four times business costs but the costs of
unsuccessfully to invoke consumer goods as well?
clot~re and cut off debate.
The Roundtable report harks
as well, finally, to 1hat
nationwide survey made

Not Another One I

recently indicating that a
cross-section of consumers, by
a 75 per cent majority, are
firmly opposed to creation of .
such a new so-called independent consumer agency,
· with only a scant 13 per cent of
those queried being in support
of same. Moreover, more than
half of the 13 per cent who
initially favored such an
agency withdrew their support
when informed that the
government would be spending ,
$20 million a year • • • and
perhaps even more . • . to
operate it for the first three
years.
Why then is there such a
persistence in Congress to
expand the bureaucracy that is
Washington? That perenially is
a good question which wouldn't
need answering; perhaps, if
more of
us
let our
Congressmen hear louder
"No's" from more of us, about
such matters, than we do. For
example, when was the last
time you expressed your views
to your Congressmen?

..
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Asked about present federal
If the overwhelming majority of
agencies in the consumer field, most
American consumers have their
of the people interviewed had heard
way, Congress will again shelve the
. of the Office of Consumer Affairs, the
idea of setting up a super consumer
Consumer Product Safety Comadvocate in Washington.
mission and the Environmental
Although
the
empowering
Protection Agency, and most felt
legislation,
"The
Consumer
they were doing effective jobs.
Protection Agency Act of 197S," has
Thus given the choice between
been endorsed by an impressive 11-1
creating a new ·agency or making
vote in the Senate's Government
existing ones more effective, they
Operations Committee, American
strongly favored improving present
consumers, by a 75 per cent
agencies by 75 per cent to 13 per cent,
majority, are opposed to the creation
as noted.
of a new, independent consumer
The survey also found that 'n per
· agency within the federal governcent of consumers believe they are
ment- according, that is, to another
"almost always" treated fairly by
of those ubiquitous public opinion
business, while 59 per cent feel they
surveys.
are "usually" treated fairly. ThirThe survey found that only 13 per
teen per cent said they have been
cent of consumers support the bill <S.
treated unfairly.
200), which its proponents say would ·.
Yet even in cases in which people
give consumers a larger voice in
have been dissatisfied with some
helping shape government decisions.
product or service, the survey
Not only that, but more than half of
showed
that they believe the best
the 13 per cent changed their minds
places to go in order to get something
when told the bill calls for the
done about it are the person or
government to spend $60 million to
business they dealt with in the firs\.
set up and operate the new agency
place, the Better Business Bureau
over the first three years.
and
the company that made the
A total of 12 per cent of the public
product
or furnished the service.
had no opinion either way.
Only 8 per cent of the public look to
Opinion Research Corp. of Prinfederal consumer agencies to correct
ceton, N. J., conducted the survey,
unfair treatment.
which was commissioned by The
Supporters of the _Consumer
Business Roundtable. A total of 2,033
Protection
Agency could argue, of
people of voting age were in-course. that this last statistic,
terviewed in their homes between
especially, underscores how much
Jan. 10 and Feb. 3, 1975. All sections
Americans need to be educated in the
·of the country and all population
matter of their consumer rights.
, groups were represented.
Yet despite the constant din of
One would have guessed otherwise
criticism of American business and
from listening to the complaints of
the all too frequent examples of
some consumer activists, but the
businesses
failing to perform as they
survey found that the public is
should
perform,
there seems to be a
generally sa•, .ed with the connotable
absence
of any popular
sumt•r protection efforts of existing
groundswell in favor of enshrining
government agencies. Almost eight
the consumerism movement in its
out of 10 consumers feel they are
own
agency in the national governbeing treated fairly by the government.
·
ment.
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fall. tlwt _1::- If he on wve off the

strong b:d now being made by
former California Gin·. Ronald
Rea an.
,'flo~\·e,·er. it uppears to us that
t:'t:r.c~ ts u_smg extremely poor
tnnmg . For mstance. he is concernE'd that the President nlans to object
t o a n e \,. H 0 m i ll i o n fed e r a I
bure aucrac~· to be called the
Fed f'ral. \•ln'llrnPr Protection
a~en~Y ou_fTf15.. t:
time that the
Pt est dent 1s s
n ~Iy callin; for a
cutback m. t hf.' exw Hi;,ure ot funds.
E~dorsmg a pro osal to establish
a ne" federa) ag · ··Jr. .:1 time wl1en
has pu~llcl~· charged Con,ress
"tth cutttng oack expenditures
wo~l~ be a tantamount to political
. SUICide. especially whe.n the
Den:-'<?Crat caucus got hold of 1t In
addttJOn. p~uni!lg the expens'es of
other agenc:;Jes JUst to finance a new
agency wh1ch might be a political
plun~ for ~ome-one. miaht be ,·cry
umnsc at this time.
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. 01'\ THE Sl'RF.\CE perh~1ps the
Idea of somr~>ne to prott•ct the con- ·
sumcr now I!' admirahle. :\ good
st~ong ombudsnwn ts St•rcly needed
b~ . t~e con:-um ··: But. tlw cost of S60
mtllwn for_It_ at IH' start doe:' \\'Orrv
us. In <lddltJOn, th:lt po:OOition would
on! ~· ht" as ~trong as the men
E'mp!oyed to dn·· rt the agl.•nc\·. and
poltllC<d itppo! t:~~l'nts often· ll'.-\'e
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A GOOD EX:\;\I PLE of this is
only now are we beginning to get
sufficient :.i !hW<J\' fund allocati•)ns
for our i"'· · rst~ ·(' high\,· t:~ys. and
~ I r e ~ d r t l1 e h · g h o ~- s f r o m
l\lassachu:-;et ts .an.: Connecticut are
trying to change the rules of the
game ·
.
In addition. it worries us that the
new measure - while it is still
proposed - has won the support of
major busine~ses. including ::\Iobil
Oil Corp. \\'e could have reallv used
the sympathy and support of that oil
giant during the onslaught cf the
energy cri~Is. but although there
was anpart'ntly a lot of profit to go
around. there was not much
··public .. concern. displayed by any
of the oil compomes.
Percy also snid to the President.
"I a_m confid~nt that a thorough
ongomg review. on vour part will
convince you. as it bas numerous
senators and leaders in the business
communit\·. that this bill needs to be
passed and th~ agency created
,,·ithout further delav. ··
. ~ ;: ··If~,~ number Of ou'r !'Cn~lfOTS haYe
alread).. b(:t.'n connne-~d. ::~s w eil as .
:'leaders in the business communitv ... then this writer is alreadv
afraid. of the bill. It appears to u's
lhat the proposed agenc~· is alreadv
a public. community pie. cut up . and
read~· for the serving. Th \'want the
_P resident to officiate at that.
·

REPORTER (D - 6,463)

Lebanon , Indiana
(Indianapolis Metropolitan Area)
April 23 , 1975

Consurners Prefer To Do It Themselves
If the overwhelming majority of American
consumers have their way, Congress will again
shelve the idea of setting up a super consumer
advocate in Washington. ·
Although the empowering legislation, "The
Consumer Protection Agency Act of 1975." has
·been endorsed by an impressive 11-1 vote in the
Senate's Government Operations Committee,
American consumers, by a 75 per cent majority,
are opposed to the creation of a new, independent
consumer agency within the federal government
- according, . that is, to another of those
ubiquitous public opinion surveys.
The survey found that only 13 per cent of
consumers support the bill (S.200), which its
proponents say would give consumers a larger
voice in helping shape government decisions.
Not only that, but more than half of the 13 per
cent who initially favored such an agency
changed their minds when told that the bill calls
for the government to spend $60 million to set up
and operate the new agency over the first three
years.
A total of 12 per cent of the public had no
opinion either way.
.
Opinion Hesearch Corp. of Princeton. N.J.,
conducted the survey, which was commisssioned
by The Business Houndtable. A total of 2.0:38
people of voting age were interviewed in their
homes between Jan. 10 and Feb. 3, 1975. All
sections of the country and all population groups
were represented.
One would have guessed otherwise from.
listening to the complaints of some consumer
acti\·ists, but the survey found t 1at tl· ' pu 'ic is
generally satisfied with the consumt•r protection
efforts of existing government agencies. Almost
eight out of 10 consumers feel they are being
treated fairly by the government.

Asked about present federal agencies in the
consumer field, most of the people interviewed
had heard of the Office of Consumer Affairs, the
Consumer Product Safety Commission and the
Environmental Protection Agency. and most felt
they were doing effective jobs.
Thus given the choice between creating a new
agency or making existing ones effective, they
strongly favored improving present agencies by
75 per cent to 13 per cent, as noted.
The survey also (ound that 27 per cent of
consumers believe they are "almost always"
treated fairly by business, while 59 per cent feel
they are ··usually" treated fairly. Thirteen per
cent said they have been treated unfairly.
Yet even in cases in which people have been
dissatisfied with some product or service, the
survey showed that they believe the best places
to go in order to get something done about it are
the person or business they dealt with in the first
place, the Better Business Bureau and the
company that made the product or furnished the
service.
Only 8 per cent of the public look to federal
consumer agencies to correct unfair treatment.
Supporters of the Consumer Protection
Agency could argue, of course. that this last
statistic. especially, underscores how much
Americans nc('d to be educated in the matter of
consumer rights.
Yet despite the constant din of criticism of
American business and the all too frequent
examples of businesses failing to perform as
they should perform, there seems to be a notal le
absence of any popular groundwell in fa\·or of
enshrining the consumerism movement in its
own agency in the national government.

WORLD ( D - ll 7 , 736 S
Tulsa, Oklahcma .
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~easuring ~he Cost
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ONE Or' the ways to justify some

\

ful agency with the new magic word
'"·new spending by Government is to --Consumer.
It would make almost as much sense
compare it with a much larger expenditure f01 an unpopular cause. to say we ought to set up several additional social welfare agencies beHere's an example.
cause they wouldn't cost any more
PRESIDENT FORD is against a pro- than a few aircraft carriers. And
posed new Federal Comumer Protec- much less than the War in Vietnam.
That is specious reasoning because
tion~· which haS'a""lbt of support in Congress. A national column- it can be used to justify any expendiist, ERNEST FURGURSON, describes this ture. The C on s u me r Protection
Agency ought to be judged by its
as follows:
own worth and cost-and by the pri"MR. Fo11o explains his opposition orities we must set in te1·ms of the
on traditional conservative grounds budget. If the budget is already deep
of not adding to the Federal buin the red-as we know it is-setting
reaucracy and holding down the
up a new and continuing bureaucracy·
budget. But in fact the proposed pay- must be measured by that . . • and
roll of the agency is peanuts, rela- not by whether it costs more or less
tively speaking-about the price of
than some unreletted expense that cerone Tomcat Jet Fighter the first year, tain people don't happen to like.
four jets in three years."
And another point: In Fcde~a
So all we have to do, it seems, is spending, as we traditional conserva
forego a few jet fighters and spend tives have learned, there is no su
the money instead for this new help- thing as "peanuts."
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Wlto needs It?
The antics of our legislators never
cease to amaze us. They continue to
spend money as if the well wi II never
go dry.
. The situation has deteriorated so
badly that they are now spending your
money and mine even before they get
it.
· All this despite the fact that these
same lawmakers face a monumental
task of finding enough currency to
-operate this state for the next seventeen months.
This insignificant matter doesn't
worry our distinguished lawmakers.
They are too occupied with wasting
what little money is available.
A good indication of their ability to
spend money is brought to light by a
proposal to create a Department of
Consumer Advocate and a Crime
Compensation . Board.
We need both like we need another
hole in the head.
·
The Department of Consumer Advocate would be empowered to watch
over the likes of milk, insurance and
utility bills. The House has already
approved the cabinet post.
,A I ittle investigation would show that
the state has a Milk Marketing Board,
an Insurance Department and a Public
Utility Commission that are currently
functioning. They are supposed to be
protecting the consumer's interest in
these matters.
If they aren't · they should be
abolished, but the legislature never
thc;>ught of that. Instead, the HQ.~e has
voted to establish a brand new agency
to represent the consumers before
those rate-making and price-fixing
bodies.
When and if the Senate and the

governor go along with this wild idea it
will mean that the state will hire t~ew
people to protect the consumer from _
those hired to protect the consumer.
Confusing, isn't it?
Under a pre-arranged compromise,
the Consumer Advocate will fight for
both the farmer and the consumer.
How the same agency can do this is
enough to blow one's mind. The farmers constantly support higher prices
while the consumer demands lower
prices.
A House committee has also
proposed a Crime Compensation Board
that would be empowered to pay out
$25,000 to innocent victims of violent
crime~

Very interesting. It is also going to be
very expensive.
Neither of these ideas figure to start
out big. But they will grow, you can bet
your last thin dime on that.
For example the Consumer Advocate Bill carries an initial appropriation of $200,000. However, the
first year operating costs are expected
to exceed $1.8 million.
With the government's usual good
management procedures, the cost to
the taxpayer is sure to increase annually. Governor Shapp has already
planned to spend more than $-4· million
per month (that's right, per month),
for consumer protection during the
next fiscal period. This is exclusive of
the Consumer Advocate.
What this all adds up to is another
ripatr tor the taxpayer . .
What we really need is someone to
protect us from those who would
protect us from those who are already
paid to do the job.
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Co nsu m ers pref er
to ~ o it them se lve s

If .the overwhel:n ing majonty
of American consumers have
their way, Congress will again
shelve the idea of st.•tting up a
super ·consumer advocate in
Washington.
Although the empowering
legislation, "The {&~r
P rotection Agency Act of 1~75-:-"
has been endorsed by an
impressive 11-1 vote in the
S en a t e · s Go v c r.n men t
Operations Committee.
American consumers, t)y a 75
per cent majority, are opposed
to the creation of a new,
independent consun1er agency
within the federal go\·ernment
- according, that is. to another
o f those ubiquitous public
opinion surveys.
· The survey found that only 13
per cent of consumers support
the bill <S. 200), which its
proponents say would give
consumers a larger voice in
helping shape government
decisions. 1\;ot ontv that, but
more than half of tl1e 13 per cent
who initially favored such an
agency changed their minds
when told that the bill calls for
the government to spend $GO
m illion to set up and operate the
new agency over the first three
years.
A total of 12 per cent of the
public had · no opinion either

the government.
Asked about present federal
agencil's in the consumer field,
most of the people interviewed
had heard of the Office of
Cons u mer Affairs, the
Consumer Product Safetv
Commission and the
En\" iron menta 1 Protection
Agency. and most felt they were
doing effective jobs.
·
Thus given the choice b~tween
creating a new agency or
making existing ones more
effective, they strongly favored
improving present agencies by
75 per cent to 13 per cent, as
noted.
The survey also found that 27
per cent of consu rners belie\·e
they are .. a In: ost always"
treated fairly by business, while
59 oer cent feel thev are
"usually" treated (airly.
Thirteen per cent said they have
been treated unfairly.
Yet even in ca:.es in which
people ha \·e bet':l- . db!>ati:ificJ ·
with some product or ser\'ice,
the survey showed that they
believe the best places to go in
order to get something done
about it are the person or
business thev dealt with in the
first place, the. Bt.·tter Business
Bureau and the cumpJ.ny that
made the product or furni:,hed
the service.
way.
Only 8 per cent of the public
Opinion Research Corp. of look to federal consumer
· P rinceton. ~ .J .. conducted the agencies to corH·ct · un!air
survev
whi<:h was treatment.
commissio~ed bv The Business
Supporters of the Consumer
Roundtable. A ·total of 2,038 Protection Agency could argue,
people of voting age were of course, that this last statistic,
intcrviewe·d · in theit· homes especially, underscores how
between Jan. 10 and Feb. 3, 1975. much Americans need to be
· All sections of the country and educated in the matter of their
all population gn>ups were consumer rights.
represented.
Yet despite the conMant din of
One would have guessed criticism of American business
otherwise from listC'ning to the and the all too frequent
complaints of some consumer examples of businesses failing
activists. but the sun·ev found to perform as they should
that the public is g~nerally perform. there Sl·t>ms to be a
satisfied with the consumer notable absence of any popular
protection efforts of existing groundswell in fa\·or of
government ag~ncies. Almost enshrining the consum~rism
eight out of 10 consumers feel · movement in its nwn agency in
they· are being treated fairly by the national government.
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·cost·of
Consumer PrOtection
You may be surprised to learn
that more than four-fifths of the
people in the United States are
opposed to the creation of a
federal consumer protection
agency.
A consumer protection agency
sounds good, doesn't it? Yet the
results of a survey printed last
month in the Congressional
Record indicate that 81 percent of
the people want no part of it.
The survey taken by the Opinion
Research Corporation first
showed 75 percent opposed and 13
percent in favor of the proposed
new super agency. However,
when the 13 percent were informed that the projected cost for
the first three years under the bill
as it has been approved by the
Senate Government Operations
Committee is at least $60 million,
about half of them changed their
minds and decided they didn:t
want it after all.
The public hopefully is begi~
ning to wise up. It is finall
· realizing that the feder ·
government can "protect" it right
into bankruptcy. It is also
beginning to realize, after a few
tussles with the bureaucrats
appointed to those "protective"
positions, that there really is
nothing as unprotective as a

power~ungry bureaucrat turned
loose by an Act of Congress to
prey upon the public he is supposed to protect.
Consumers have plenty Of
protection
from
such
organizations as the Chamber of
Commerce or Better Business
Bureau on the local level and by
the Attorney General's· Consumer ·
Protection Division on the state
level. The last thing we need is
another federal agency.
-. t
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Consumers Prefer rto do .it Th~selves
.
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lf .t he overwhelming majority of American
consumers have their way, Congress will
again shelve the idea of setting up a super
consumer advocate in Washington.
Monday Fred Huling Sr. reported 'to the
Chamber of Commerce on this measure.
Although the empowering legislation, "The
Consumer Protection Agency Act of 1975"
l1iis.been endorsed by an impressive 11-1 vote
In the Senate's Government Operations
Committee, American consumers, by a 75
percent majority, are opposed to the creation
of a new, independent consumer agency
within the federal government - according .
that is, to another of those ubiquitous public
opinion surveys.
The survey found that only 13 percent of
consumers support the bill (5.200), which its
proponents say would give consumers Q larger
voice in helping shape government decisions.
Not only that, but more than half of the 13
percent who initially favored such an agency
changed their minds when told that the bill
calls for the government to soend $60 million
to set up and operate the new agency over the
first three years.
A total of 12 percent of the public had n'>
opinion either ·way.
·
Opinion Research Corp. of Princeton, N.J.,
conducted the survey, which was commissioned by The Business Roundtable. A
total of 2,038 people of voting age were interviewed in their homes between Jan. 10 and
Feb. 3, 1975. All sections of the country and all
population groups were represented.
One would have guessed otherwise from
listening to the complaints of some consumer
activists, but the survey found that the public
is generally satisfied with the consumer
protection efforts of existing government
agencies. Almost eight out of 10 consumers
feel they are being treated fairly by the

-!':J.' :r._a·f : ~~ ..
government.
Asked about present federal agencies In the
consumer field, most of the people interviewed had heard of the Office of Consumer
Affairs, the Consumer Product Safety Commission and the Environmental Protection
Agency, and most felt they were doing effective jobs.
Thus given the choice between creating a
new agency or making existing ones more
effective, they strongly favored improving
present ·agencies by 75 percent to 13 percent,
as noted.
·
The survey also found that 27 percent of
consumers believe they are "almost always"
treated f~irly by business, while 59 . percent
feel they are "usually" treated fairly. Thirteen percent said they have been treated
unfairly.
·
Yet even in ·cases in which people have been
dissatisfied with some product or service, the
survey showed that they believe the best
places to go in order to get something done
about it are the person or business they dealt
with in the first place, the Better Business
Bureau and the company that made the
product or furnished the service.
Only 8 percent of the public look to federal
consumer agencies to correct unfair treatment.
Supporters of the Consumer Protection
Agency could argue, of course, ·that this last
statistic, especially, underscores how much
Americans need to be educated in the matter
of their consumer rights.
Yet despite the constant din of criticism of
American business and the all too frequent
examples of businesses failing to perform as
they should perform, there seems to be a
notable absence of any popular groundswell in
favor of enshrining the consumerism
movement in its own agency in the national
government.

ST. LOUIS POST-DISPATCH
St. Louis, Missouri

Agency
Opposed
'By _Ford

April

WASHINGTON, April 18
(UPI) - President Gerald R.
Ford told some members of
Congress yesterday that he
opposed creation of a new
federal agency for protection
of consumers and asked for a
delay of action on Capitol

Hill .

.It was the first major public st,atement by the President
on legislation, now pending in
both the House and Senate,
• that would establish an
"agency for consumer advo.cacy."
Mr. Ford, in letters to three
key members of Congress,
said he had instructed top
Administration officials to review ways in which federal 1
regulatory agencies already i
were representing consumer ·
interests and that he thought
. improvement of these efforts'
would be better than a new '
agency.
Ford said he was trying "to
make government-wide improvements in the quality of
service to the consumer" and
that, in view of those steps "I
am requesting that the Congress postpone further action" on the new-legislation.
"I do not believe that we
need yet another federal bureaucracy in Washington,
with its attendant costs of
$60,000,000 for the first three
1 years and hundreds of additional federal employes, in
order to achieve better consumer representation and
protection in government."
Under bills proposed in
both the House and Senate,
the head of the agency would
be atJthorized to intervene in
behalf of consumers when
another federal agency was
taking any actions related toconsumer safety, health or a j!
variety of other areas.
Mr. Ford made clear his '
position yesterday in identical
letters to Senat'lr Abraham A.
Ribicoff (Dem.). Connecticut,
and Democratic Representa.
lives Jack Brooks of Texas,
chairman of the House Government Operations Committee, and Harley 0. Staggers,
of West Virginia, chairman of
the House Interstate and For·eign Commerce Committee.
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Only 13% felt that they had been dealt
IN A SEASON that has not produced
good news in. great abundance. ttere is a with unfairly by some business. Twenty..ray of hope in the results Of a public-opin- seven perc~nt reported that they had "alIon survey just concluded by the Opnion most always" been treated fairly. and 59%
Research Corp. or Princeton. N.J., at the .said they had "usually'' been treated fairly.
behest o! the Business Roundtable.
In cases in which consumers have
.· .
been dissatisfied with some product. or
The sun·ey, which involved 2038 people sen·ice, a large majority felt that the best
. representing all population groups and place to go for correction was "the person
geographical sections. dealt with the con- who sold it to them in the first place," the
sumer and his relations with government. Better Business Bureau or the manufacIt showed, among other things. that ~5% of turer o! the product. 0 n ly 8~'J indicated
· those polled opposed the creation o! a new they would turn to the government for
·-Independent consumer agency within the corrective action.
federal government. ~lore than half o! the
The good news in the survey ts that (1)
13% who initially favored creation of the
agency withdrew their support when they significant n urn bers of Arr.ericans are.
learned that legislation now under con- interested in better go:;ernment as distinct
gressional consideration would appropri- from more go·;ernment. and that (2) e\'en
ate S60 million to finance the agency greater numbers believe they are capable
Ciuring its first three years. Some .12% of or handling their own problems in the
consumer-af!airs field without the help of
, those polled had no opinion.
. go¥ernmental agencies.

•

Thete was a strong feeling amen~;
those polled that the consumer would be
·better ser\'ed by requir~n~ consumer-relat. ed agencies to do a better job than by the
creatiot:l o! an altogether new bure.au~racy.

A few similar findings in other areas of
contemporary life may get across the idea
that the public is far from clamorin~ for
all the services that those in government
.. ·.. ;
:
are clamo_ring_to provide.
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!ord
Tells.. Conigrei:isinen--He-Opp-os~s--Biiffi:)r C~izsulner·
.. .
BylUCHA'R.D
·~the
pass~
.A. gencl,7
·
1

L MADDEN
bill should be
this,to review '!!heir existing efforts service at the least cost," be
NASHINGTON, April 17- year and expressing hope that to represent the consumer, Mr. said.
·
!Sident Ford announced to~ Mr. Ford would eventually sup- Ford said :t:ha~ he would meet In other Developments, Mr. ,_______
J_
hi
..
.
. , port it.
With the chatrmen and mem- Ford announced the appoint7 . s o~posttton to legtslatton,i Two key House sponsors, bers of the_indepe':Jdent regula- lment of W. J. Usery Jr., direclding m Congress the l~st 1 Representatives Benjamin S. tor;{ agenctes to dtscuss .aways ltor of th~ _F~eral M~diationl
years that would establ~sh :Rosenthal, Democrat of Queens, to unprove the regulatory pro· and . Conct!tatton . Servtce, as
federal consumer protectton land Frank Horton, Republican· ce~.s .
.
,:specral assrstant to the Presi~n~.
1~1. upstate New York, said in a
I_ am _determ~ned that the jden_t ~or labor-managem~nt ne-~
Wtth the Senate expected 1Jomt statement that they deeply pu~l~c wrll recetve. the most 'g_ottattons. Mr. Usery wlll con·
begi_n debate on the bill lregretted the President's re- efftctent and effective pubhc jtmue to head the mediation
er this month, Mr. Ford said quest for delay.
a .letter to Congressional,! "We predict that a large biservice. · . · · ·
I
mru.ttee chairmen that he partisan majority in the Con·~
Mr. Ford.-· who ts scheduled
i directed Federal agencies oress, backed by responsible
to leave tomorrow morn-ing for
review their procedures "to business and consumer groups,
a day'and·a-half trip invol\•ing
1ke certain that consumer !will quickly approve this well·
speeches and public appear- -:
.erests receive full considera- considered legislation," they
ances in New;. Hampshire and ,
Massachusetts, also plans a one-•
n in all go\'ernment actions."j said.
day vi-sit to New Orleans next'
Because of that, he asked The bill passed the House
ngress to "postpone further of Representatives by a wide
Wednesday to give three
tion" on the bill, which margin last year but it died
_speeches, a White House
!'Uld create an agency for in a Senate filibuster. This year,,
spokesman announced. -.
'
rtsumer advocacy empowered -with the Democratic majorities
speak for consumers in most increased in both houses and
deral proceedings, such as a change in Senate rules per
lse settin~ safety standards mitting 60 votes instead of
• automobtles or those estab- a two-thirds majority to end
bi·
'rline fares.
filibusters, supporters and cri·
~...es More Bureaucracy tics of the bill have said :that
the measure.has a good chance
''I do not believe that we of passage.
ed yet ~other ~ederal The Senate Government
rea_:ucracy m . Washmgton, Operations Committee apt~! rts attenda':Jt costs of $60- proved the measure last mon11t.
llion for the ftrst_t~~ee years The House is not expected to
d hundreds of a~dttional Fe· take up ·the bill until t..Ie Seante
~1 employes, m order ·to acts.
hteve better consumer repre·
'tation and protection in
Duties of New Agency
vemment," Mr. Ford said. ln addition to representing
added:
consumer interests in Federal
"lt is my conviction that proceedings, ·t he proposed
; best way to protect the agency could in some cases
nsumer is to improve the appeal decisions to the courts,
!sting instiuion of go,·ern- collect and publish complaints
mt, not to add more -govern- about products ·a nd se:rvices,
~-"
conduct tests and send quesBackers of the bill said they tionnaires to l~rger businesses.
1Uld continue to push for its Mr. Ford satd that he reco~
>mpt passage despite Mr. nized "the le~tirnate pubhc
rd's request for postpone- and Congresstona1 c:once~sn
mt. Senator Abraham A Ribi- tha:t departments and agenctes
ff, Democrat of Conne~ticut be more responsive to the inter·
10 is floor manag~r of th~ ests of consumers. "This must
!asure, wrote to the President be changed," he declared.
s .afternoon saying he felt In addition to asking agencies
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Montclair, New Jersey
(Newark Metropolitan Area)
April 17_,. 1975

Little Support
Legislating by public opinm poll is not
necessarily a good way to run a
government. But it is not a bad idea for
legislators to have a fairly well tuned ear
to the ground to be certain they do not go
too far astray f1·om their constituents'
wishes.
·
Thus, when a nationwide poll conducted by the Opinion Research Corp. of
Princeton, finds those interviewed were
opposed by a· large majority to the
creation of a Consumer Protection
Agency, Congress ought- to pay heed.
Congressional leadership has placed
creation of such an agency on a list of
priority legislation.
More than 2,000 people were pol~ed on

the subject, with 75 per cent rejecting a
new agency to handle consumer-related
business. Most of the people who gave
their opinions said they thought existing
agencies, such as the Office of Consumer
Mfairs and the Consumer Product
Safety Commission, were sufficient.
When informed the cost of a new
agency would be $60 million over three
years, those polled rejected the idea by a
margin of 80 per cent.
The creation of a new agency of
government is not something to be done
lightly, especially when it cannot be
demonstrated that a groundswell of
public support exists.

I
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Ir the o\·c.·rwhchning majority ·· of ; trcatcd fairly by. the go\·crnmcnt.
Am<'rican cunsumcrs ha\"t! thcir way,
· Asked ~bout present federal agencies
Congress will again sh<'lvc the idea of setin the consumer field. most of thc people
ling up a spper COJI~~m~ ady~!l!e in .. int.cn:iewed had heard of the Office of
Washing! on.
. '. ·
Consumer Affairs. the Consumer Product
,Allh(,ugh the empowering legislation,
Safety Commission and the Environmcn"The Consumer Protection Agcncy Act of : tal Protcction Agency, and most felt they
J9i5," has been endorsed by" an impres\\'t!re doing effecti\·e j.obs.
sive 11-1 \"ole in the Senate Government
~. Thus given the choice bctween creat()p(>rc~tions CommiltCl', American con:
ing a new agency or making existing ones
sumers by a i5 per cent majority, are opmore elfecth·e, they strongly faYored imposl'tf to the creation of a new. indepenprO\ing present agencies by 75 per cent to
dent ronsumc.•r arcncy within the federal
13 per cent, as noted.
·
gownunt•nt - according, that is, to an- ~ The sun·ey also found that 2i per
cent of consumers belie,·e they are "atother of those ubiquitous public opinion
surveys.
. . · . ·'· · ·
.
most always" treated fairly by business,
The sun·ey_found that only 13 per cent
while 59 per cent feel they are "usually"
of consumers support the bill (S.200),
treated fairly. Thirteen per cent said they
which its proponents say would ·give con- · ha,·e been treated unfairly. _
sumcrs a brger \"Oice .in helping shape "'
Yet even in cases in which people
govcmment deci!lions. 1'\ot only that, but
ha\·e bcen dissatisfied with some product ·
more than hal( of the 13 per cent who ini- / or senice-; the ' sun·ey showed that they .
tially ra,·orl'<l such an ·agency changed
believe the best places to go in order to
thl'ir minds when told that the bill calls
get something done about it are the ·per- ·
for the guwrnmt•nt to spend SGO million to
sons or business they deal with in the first .
S('t up and opcrat~ the new agency ,o\·er ·place. the Better Business Bureau and the
tl1c first thrt>c years.
.
' .;.. ·
company that made the. product or fur·
A total or 12 per eent or the public had · ;·.. nished the service.
no opinion either way.
:· : . Only 8 per cent or the public took to
Opinion R<'search Corp. of Princeton,
federal consumer agcncics to correct unN.J.~ rondu<·trd the sUJ-vcy, which was · · fair treatmt>nl..
commissiont>d by The Busint>ss Round·
Suppcrtcrs or lbc Consumer Protee• tablc. A1otal of :!.038 people of voting age
tion Agency could argue. of course. that
wt.•re inten·i<'\n'd in lhrir homes between
this last statistic, especially. underscores
~an. 10 ·and Feb. 3, 19i5. All sections of
ho\\: much Americans necd to be educatthe country and all population groups ·· ed in the matter of their consumer.
were rcpresentcd.
• ' · Yet despite the constant din of criti. One would ha\·e guessed otherwise
<.ism of Amcrican business and the all too
· from listening to thc complaints of some
frequent examples of business failing to
ron.,umer actirists. but the surrey found
perform as they should perform .. there
that the public is genl•rally satisfied with . seems to be a notable absence of any pop·
the consumer protection efforts of e>:istular ground~well in favor of enshrining
ing ~owrnment agencics. Almost eight
the consumc1ism mowment in its own
out of 10 consumrrs feel they are being
agency in the national go,·ernment.
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J'fhe Poor Consumer?

(

Jtlow did the American consumer
;fome to enjoy the highest standard of
livingyetrecorded by history?
.
Did our two, three and four-car famtlies achieve their mobility due to some
kind of reverse effect of consumer exploitation in Detroit?
And our American housewives with
more labor-saving devices than they
can keep up with- did they acquire all
these gadgets because of excess profits
on the part of manufacturers and retail
stores?
These are just three of the many
questions Congress should ask and an-·
swer before it attempts to furthe~ socialize the American economy wtth a
so-called consumer protection agency·
Despite minor abuses, almost infinitesimal when compared to the billions
of instances of business integrity and
responsibility, no society in history has
had so many creature comforts at such
low prices as has this contemporary
generation of Americans. .

tnes whtch are the most cl~s~ly regula~ed by government. The atrl~nes, the
ratlroads, the power ~ompam~s. gas
and telephone compames are all m deep
trouble. And Detroit, with vast new
safety and enviornmentallaws, have
been required almost to price autos beyond the reach of literally millions of
consumers.
It would be foolish to deny that there
are abuses. But abuses are the exception rather than the rule. Considering
the vastness of America's economy
abuses would hardly show on a bar
chart.
.
Then why all this heavy rhetoric
about rip-offs and cheating of the
Americanconsumer?
f
. t'
Partly it spring!\ rom a convtc ton
that Congress can fix an}1hing- even
human greed. It also is spawned by the
socialist concept that profits are somehow unethical or immoral, that busi·
ness and industry should adopt the Congress' welfare philosophy of the
giveaway.

And this estate was reached despite
government interference, not because

Some of it springs from the irrational
suspicion that the great industries of
the world, the multinational corporaIf one needs proof of the debilitating tions and international bankers have
effect of government intervention, formed a conspiracy to defraud and enexamine those businesses and indus: slave the "little man."
ofit.

~

The cons.....,- does not need a $20
million a year p~ction ~cy, an
agency which will become swollen in a
few years to $100 million or more and
which will dip deeper into consumers'
pockets for financing and which will
clutter the courts with an incredible
number of law suits, another cost to the
tax-paying consumer.

(

Hopefully, Congress will one day get
the message : Beyond a highly vocal
conglomerate of special interest
groups, American consumers want less
government,less regulation, Jess interferenct> in economic affairs. And they
do not want to see a benign system
where the customer is king destroyed in
attempts to remove abuses real or
Imagined.

J
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Consume~s Favor~ 'As Is'
lf the overwhelming majority of
American consumers have their way,
Congress will again shelve Ute idea of
setting up a super consumer advocate
ln Washington.
~ Although

the empowering legislation,

..,

"The Con.,<;J.UI1er P.mtection ~cy Act
of 1975,"1\aS been endorsed by an im·
pressive 11-1 vote in the Senate's
Governmeut Operations Committee,
American ~onsumers, by a 75 percent
majority, are opposed to the creation of
a new, independent consumer agency
within the federal government - ac;
cording, that is, to another of those
ubiquitous public opinion surveys.

in the consumer field, most of the peapie interviewed had heard of the Office
of Consumer Affairs,., the Consumer
Product Safety Commission and the
Environmental Protection Agency, and
most felt they were doing effective
jobs.
Thus given the choice between creating a new agency or making existing
ones more effective, they strongly
favored improving present agencies by
75 percent to 13 percent, as noted.

The survey also found that 27 percent
of consumers believe they are "almost
always" treated fairly by business,
while 59 percent feel they are
"usually" treated fairly. Thirteen perThe survey found that only 13 percent
cent said they have been treated unfairof consumers support the bill (S.200),
which its proponents say would give >- ty.
consumers a .larger voice in helping
Yet even in cases in which people
shape government decisions. Not only
have
been dissatisfied with some
that, but more than half of the 13 per~
product
or service, the survey showed
cent who initially favored such an agenthat they believe the best places to go in
. cy changed their minds when told that
order to get something done about it
f the bill calls for the government to
are the person or business they dealt
spend $60 million to set up and operate
with in the first place, the Better
the new agency over the first three
Business Bureau and the company that
years.
l made the product or furnished the service.
A total of 12 percent of the public had
no opinion either way.
Only 8 percent of the public look to
Opinion Research Corp. of Princeton,
federal consumer agencies to correct
N.J., conducted the survey, which was
unfair treatment.
commissioned by The Business Roundtable. A total of 2,038 people of voting
Supporters of the Consumer Protecage were interviewed in their homes
tion Agency could argue, of course, that
between Jan. 10 and Feb. 3, 1975. All
this last statistic, especially, unsections. of the country and all popula·
derscores how mueh Americans need to
tion groups were represented.
be educated in the matter of their con. sumer rights.
One would have guessed otherwise
from listening to the complaints of
Yet despite the constant din of
some consumer activists, but the surcriticism
of American business and the
vey found that the public is generally
·all too frequent examples of businesses
satisfied with the consumer protection
failing to perform as they should perefforts of existing government agenform,
there seems to be a notable
cies. Almost eight out of 10 consumers
absence
of any popular groundswell in
feel they are being treated fairly by the
favor
of
enshrining the consumerism
government.
movement in its own agency in the
A
national government.
Asked about present federal agencies

l
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Editor's ,Opinion
A $60 MiiHon Agency

When with reluctance President
Ford signed the "Easter basket" tax
measure, he took great pains to convey
the position the nation cannot stand up
under any fur.her swelling of the Federal deficit by the Congress.
Yet the Senat-e is now poised to
add another $60 million dollars for setting up under S.B. 200, the so • called
~1. for Consumer Advoucy. The
strange thing about this proposal is that
there is .no mass support for a new
lndependen! governmental ag~ncy, and
In addition, due to an amendment push·
ed by orga:lized labor. the agency
would start off in the first place witll
one arm tied behind its ba"ck.
A poll taken hy the National Federation of Independent Business shows
84 per cent of the responding small
and independen! business people opposed to this legislation. Oth!i' NFIB
surveys are showing that some of the
10 • called consumer legislation enacted
In the past two or three years hAve only
resulted in the consumer paying more,
to say nothing of the added !ax burden,
or deficit swelling, however one looks
at it, witn little, or no, consumer benefit.
But of course, the results of a poll
eonducted by the NFIB might be chal·
lenged as reflecting the views of a
apecial in~erest. But on the other hand,
on March 11 the Opinion Research Cor·
porallon report-ed a scientific s~ey
Despite the fact: there is no evidence

covering ill sections of the nation, and
all income, population, educational levels.
and occupational groups found 75 per ·,
cent opposed to this legislation. Only
13 per cent were found to be in favor,
and when this small group was questioned as ~o whether . they would like
lu see the government spend $60 million
for such an agency, over half of these
•respondents said no.
However, as ·the bill now stands,
there is a special exemption that would
prohibit the proposed Agency for Con·
sumer Advocacy from gathering in-.
. formation, or expressing opinions, on
1
any matter involving a labor dispu!e
~ or agreement.
This viewed in any light · is a
stnnge quirk. As it stands now, the
public bas no say to what is agreed
upon between the major producers of
raw materials or goods, and a few tabor
leaders. A small elitist group of people
thus establish prices, even product qualt!y, with no input from the general public comprising the consumers.
of a popular mass support for this new
bureau, in the context of the times it
would not be surprising to see the
Senate vote for !he $60 million which
practically no one wants tu see spent.
But to bar such a proposed ~.~cur.
Consumer Advocacy from any mc?nagement - labor deliberations which often
determines what the consumer can buy
and the price the consumer shall pay
would only be a great exercise in futili~y•

..
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~~Editorial

I

t.lighting Another Bureau

- Consumer advocacy these days is an
issue ranking right along with campaign
reform, environmental protection and
fuel conservation in political appeal.
It seems likely, then, that creation of
an independent consumer agency, envisioned in a bill reported by the U.S.
Senate Government Operations Committee, will be embraced lovingly when
the legislation progresses to the Senate
floor.
Only a herculean filibuster effort by
Sen. James B. Allen prevented passage
in the last Congress. The Alabama
Democrat under amended cloture rules
will find his lonely position woefully
eroded this year.
But, despite the automatic appeal of
the proposed Agency for Consumer
. Advocacy, its llo[ent1irfor~-c·onsumer
6enefit is unclear. Perhaps the most we
can expect from doubtful lawmakers is
that they ensure it does no harm.
The indicated role of the agency is to
represent consumers before other
federal agencies and in the courts.
The dangerous assumption is that the
natio~'s. 212 million cons~mer~ sh~re
ident~cal c~ncerns and thmk With like
minds. Obvtously, they do not.
And the agencies with which tte
proposed ACA will "intervene" are
themselves - in theory at least engaged in ~nsamer pi=oteJ.1!.on ac·
tivities.
-:
~

A proclaimed goal is to scrutinize
decisions or agreements that will affect
prices consumers eventually will pay for
goods and services. Yet the bill
studiously rejects agency involvement in
labor-management disputes handled by ·
the National Labor Relations Board,
which contribute significantly to consumer costs.
The sometimes incomprehensible
dictates of Congress, too, are beyond the
scope of ACA criticism, although the
price of legislated programs in tax
dollars - not excluding the agency in
question - demands a big bite· from
consumer paychecks.
Since neither house of Congress will be ·
enthusiastic about treading on labor's
toes or exposing its own handiwork to an
evaluation of benefits and costs, consumer protection at the agency level
seems destined, at best, to be nothing
more than a costly duplication of the
mission of the Federal Trade Commission, the Civil Aeronautics Board, the
Interstate Commerce Commission and
our other regulatory powers.
At its worst, it could obstruct and
confuse the essential functions of those
agencies.
The consumer right now could use a
protector to prevent establishment of yet
another unneeded, unproductive~
bureaucracY.
~.

BROILER INDUSTRY (Circ. 9,230)
Garden State Bldg.
Sea Isle City, New Jersey
April, 1975

FROM ·WASHINGTON
A FLURRY OF EXCITEMENT hit
Washington poultry circles Easter
Monday as trade association personnel read the Federal Register,
with a bulky recital of what the
Food & Drug Administration does
not sanction. It looked for awhile
as if the animal waste recycling
proposal had gone out the window.
Not sol The Bur.eau of Foods
within FDA is preparing final comments on what it doesn't like about
the proposals, and the draft will
go to Commissioner Schmidt for
.final consideration. The signals
still look "go."
What FDA had done was to
consolidate many of its earlier
rulings, with minor revisions, into
a statement of policy on ."Animal
Drug Procedures." In the Register
of March 27, FDA said it would disapprove use of any animal feeds
contaminated with salmonella organisms, including processed fish
meal, poultry meal, meat meal,
crab meal, feather meal, blood meal,
etc. But this only referred to rulings
already made by FDA.
The scare, nonetheless, has in-

dustry concerned in that FDA's
final proposal for using processed
animal wastes in feed may be so
burdened with technical safeguards
that only a few giant firms will be
able to conform.

"Let us abide b:¥ the same .rules
and regulations as FDA now imposes upon meat scrap tankage,
fish meal, poultry by-products,"
argued John Bergdoll, a commercial
industry spokesman to Commissioner
Schmidt. Bergdoll said that if FDA
proposes a lot of "uncommon"
tests for heavy metals, mycotoxins
and such it would represent "an
okay which really means a turndown."
MISSISSIPPI, meanwhile, has joined

California in issuing a set of state
standards for recycling processed
animal wastes in feed. Bergdoll
predicted that FDA's inordinate
delay will hasten such action by
other states. FDA regulations do not
apply to intrastate practices and
use, except when or if FDA can find
evidence that use of such by-prod-

ucts show up in undesirable residues
in food shipped interstate.
SENATE AND HOUSE probably
will have compromised on a new
Farm Bill as you read this, ready
to send to the White House. Whether
or not President Ford will veto it
will depend upon his other priorities. He listens closely to USDA
Secretary Butz who believes the
target prices-or floor priceS-set
up for feeds eventually will cost
American taxpayers billions of dollars. Butz will recommend veto.
The Congressional Bill, which
would apply to this year's plantings,
went into conference with a target
price of $2.25 a bushel for corn,
and a non-recourse loan rate of
$3.91 a bushel on soybeans. That's
about full cost of production for
an efficient farmer. A bumper crop
would cost the government at least
a half billion dollars this year,
perhaps $5 billion a year or more
in later years, USDA economists
project.
Dr. Harry Mussman, personable

acting associate administrator of
APHIS, which includes meat and
poultry inspection and animal and
plant health programs, is said to
have a better than even chance of
succeeding Administrator Francis J.
Mulhern, should Mulhern take
early retirement. Mulhern hasn't
said what he will do, but if he quits,
it will be before July.
MORE REO TAPE on anything you
want from the government in the

way of decision-making is assured
if the proposed Agency for Consumer Advocacy passes Corlgres5."""'
-selil1tl!'1tb'\tmment operations committee vote is harbinger of chances
of passage. It voted 11-1 to recommend the agency. Labor supports it.
Filibuster killed it last year in
Senate, but the rules have changed.
Those who oppose it will concentrate on House ... but chances are
it will nudge through.
One good feature: If ACA becomes

a fact, each regulatory agency
probably would first have to publish a consumer cost/benefit estimate of any decision it proposed to
make. Thus, FDA, for example,
would be putting a price tag on
its proposed animal waste recycling regulations, or USDA on
changes in regulations affecting
poultry and eggs. Not all bad!
CO-OPS are in for a harder time in

this Congress with activity surfacing
this summer. Peter Rodino (D.
NJ) heads House Judiciary Subcommittee on :Monopolies whiCh
will conduct hearings on CapperVolstead Act and market order
programs. Justice Dep't also is
developing a legislative position
in both areas.
"SISK"-TYPE BILL, H.R. 396,
which would establish a · National
Agricultural Bargaining Board, is
in the hopper. It would require ·
handlers ''to bargain in good faith"
with "qualified" bargaining associations. Farm Bureau, N at'l Council
of Farmer Co-ops, labor support it
Anything can happen in this Congress, despite defeat of similar

measures twice in the past.
One thing it means is that if an
integrator has contract farmers,
and if a Farm Bureau, NFO or some
other recognized bargaining agent
organizes them, the law would require the integrator to bargain.
H.R. 3256, which would establish
an Agricultural Labor Relations
Board to regulate farm labor, is
more certain of passage. It has
Administration backing.
POULTRYMEN and others in agriculture would get priority treatment for natural gas purchases under Senate Bill 692. The Natural
Gas . Production Conservation Act
would fix price of new natural gas

and extend to the Federal Power
Commission authority to regulate
intrastate· gas and to provide gas
priority to fertilizer manufacturers,
users of gas for brooding purposes,
etc.
ENVJRONMENTAL PROTECTION

Agency has initiated a loan program for small busine~ses to help
meet water pollution control requirements. Set up in coordination
with the Small Business Administration, the program will provide
each qualifying company with up
to $500,000 at 6Y:z% interest, \\ith

more funds available if substantial
hardship can be shown by the
applicant. Loans may extend for a
term of up to 30 years.
A small business whose application is approved by .EPA may use
the loan to alter or add to its
equipment, facilities or methods of
operation in order to meet pollution control requirements. The
equipment itself may be used as
collateral for the loan. Contact
any of EPA's 10 regional offices.

